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and the Administrator,
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ExecutiveSummary

Purpose

At an acquisition cost of $107 million, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) plans to purchase new Airport Surface Detection Equipment
(ASDE-3). This new radar will allow air traffic controllers to more safely
and efficiently control airport surface movement in darkness and
inclement conditions at 30 major airports. Because of concerns about
development risk and cost effectiveness, Representative Albert Bustamante requested GAO to assess the
adequacy of FAA's support for its ASDE3 operational requirements and
technical specifications,
potential production schedule and performance risks inherent in the
ASDE-3 specification, and
accuracy of FAA's ASDE-3 benefit-cost study regarding planned quantities
and locations for the new equipment.

Background

control of aircraft; FAA is purchasing new generation ASDE-3s from
Norden Systems, Inc. First unit testing of these ground radars, which
will eventually replace obsolete ASDE-2s at 12 major U.S. airports, is
scheduled to be completed by March 1988. In addition to the initial purchase of I7 ASDE-3.5, the contract also contains an option for FAA ix procure up to 26 additional units at fixed prices. Although the option
expired on September 30, 1986, FAA obtained’a l&day extension. During
this time the agency contracted to procure ASDE-3 systems for 13 more
airports at a cost of $27 million.
Before initiating competition for the ASDE-3 production contract, FAA
spent from 1976 to 1982 writing an operational requirement, developing
and testing an engineering model, and writing a technical specification.
To take advantage of new technology, FAA updated its ASDE-3 operational requirements and technical specifications in 1984.
Enhancements to the new specification raised some concerns, including
(1) potentially severe production schedule and performance risks
because the specification was technically beyond the state-of-the-art and
(2) the potential need for extensive development because the new
enhancements had not been tested properly or studied for cost effectiveness. In response to the cost concerns, the FAA Administrator agreed to
buy only that equipment supported by benefit-cost analysis or other
operational or safety considerations.
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Results In Brief

GAObelieves that FAA'SASDE-3operational

requirements and specification were, in general, supported because they were based on FAA'Smission needs as required by Office of Management and Budget (OMH)
Circular A-109. GAOalso believes that the specification was within
industry state-of-the-art and, consequently, poses manageable and reasonable schedule and performance risks.
GAOagrees with FAA that the overall so-site ASDE-3program is cost-justified but questions FAA'Sbenefit-cost methodology for estimating the

value of passenger time-saving benefits and safety benefits, Because it
will be time-consuming for FAA to improve its methodology, GAObelieves
FAA'SOctober 1986 decision to exercise its option for additional units
before redoing its benefit-cost analysis was in the government’s best
interests. FAA is now in the process of making the needed improvements
to its benefit-cost methodology.

Prinbipal Findings
Support for Operational
Requi/rements

FAA'Sprocess for developing the operational requirements adhered to
general OMRCircular A-109 guidance and Department of Transportation
(Dar) and FAA policy regarding management decisions and approvals.

Both the 1977 and the updated 1984 operational requirements
based on FAA's mission need, consistent with A-109.

were

GAOfound that FU also based its ASDE-3technical specifications,

including the 1984 enhancements, on mission needs. Of the three
enhancements questioned by a protesting offeror, GAOfound that onethe remote maintenance monitoring capability-adheres
to a 1982 FAA
requirement for all new systems in FAA'SNational Airspace Systems Plan
and seeks to accomplish FAA's mission more efficiently. Another-a
capability that allows clutter-free radar display and avoids interference
with military radars- does not pose undue development or production
risk and, therefore, meets updated operational requirements. The
third-an
improved radar display that can present the output from one
or more radars on a single or a split screen-is within the state-of-theart and thus also meets updated operational requirements.
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Based on its technical review and the advice of an independent consultant, GAO believes that the updated specifications represented a technically realistic approach that posed no unmanageable schedule or
performance risks for production. However, it is too early to determine
whether the contractor will ultimately succeed in meeting all contract
requirements.
did observe some scheduling problems. As of September 1986,
Norden Systems was experiencing delays in designing the ASDE-3,due in
part to earlier inadequate staffing levels. Additionally, subcontracting
delays and problems with key tooling posed a scheduling risk for the
system’s radar antenna. Thus far, Norden has not missed any contract
milestones, but the firm has put off its first unit testing by 3 weeks, now
slated to start in late April 1987.

GAO

Some performance risks also exist, and the contractor is taking actions
to manage them. Nevertheless, at least two areas-the
display processor
and remote maintenance-will
continue to raise performance questions
until system testing begins in 1987.
In reviewing production risks, GAOfound that FAA'Soversight of the contract was being hampered. To make key program decisions, FAA and D(JT
management should be fully apprised of the status of the ASDE-3 production contract. However, in the case of the recent decision to place ASDE3s at 13 additional airports, FAA'Sprogram office did not highlight for
MJTofficials that Norden Systems was experiencing a slow start-up and
having difficulty meeting its own schedule. This is because the contractor’s program monitoring system was not at that time producing the
data FAA needed to adequately monitor the contractor’s progress.
.
I

FYjA’s Benefit-Cost
M$thodology Is
Qdestionable

FAA projects that 27 of its 30 planned

ASDEQ sites will be cost-justified;
training and safety justify the other three. However, GAOquestions severa1 aspects of the methodology underlying this projection. For example,
according to OMB'Sposition on valuing time (16 minute increments or
more), four fewer sites would qualify as being cost beneficial. And conversely, FAA'Smethodology understates the value of safety benefits
because it does not account for enhanced passenger safety. More accurate estimates of safety benefits could qualify additional airports for

ASDE3S.
FAA presently does not have adequate data for estimating passenger
time savings and safety benefits more accurately. GAObelieves that
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improvements to these data are important and should be made, considering the importance of passenger time savings and safety benefits for
FAA’sjustifying future major system procurement.

Recommendations

GAOrecommends that the Secretary of Transportation direct the Administrator, FAA, to formulate an action plan for developing more accurate
and complete measures of ASDE-3benefits, including estimates of the

time and cost required to accomplish this. The plan should (1) examine
the methodology used to value passenger time savings and (2) provide
for obtaining better data with which to value passenger time savings
and safety improvements.
GAOis also making other recommendations which will allow the FAA
Administrator to manage the ASDE-3program more effectively (see

ch. 3).

Ageqcy And Others’
Comtments

In commenting on a draft of this report, nor concurred with GAO'Sfindings and essentially agreed with the recommendations. DOTnoted that
FAA has already begun responding to GAO'Srecommendations by determining improvements needed in its benefit-cost methodology and using
the contractor’s new tracking system to identify schedule delays.
Norden Systems, Inc., also agreed in general with GAO'Sfindings and
offered several suggestions for clarifying portions of the report.
Cardion Electronics also provided information that GAOused to clarify
portions of its report. Other information provided by Cardion was provided to GAO'SOffice of General Counsel for use in its reconsideration of
Cardion’s bid protest.
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Introduction

Airport surface detection equipment (ASDE) is a radar system that provides air traffic controllers with a clear picture of the airport ground
surface. It is used at large hub airports to improve operations efficiency
and reduce the dangers of ground collisions. ASDE-2, the radar deployed
in the 1960s and used at a number of airports, monitors the movement
of all vehicles on airport runways and taxiways during periods of
reduced visibility due to darkness or weather. Its primary benefits are
increased safety and improved airport efficiency. To replace the aging
ASDE-2S and to install this capability at several additional airports, the
Department of Transportation’s (nor’s) Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) contracted with Norden Systems, Inc., in September 1986 to place
ASDE-3S-SUm?ihW
systems incorporating state-of-the-art technology-at
17 airports. In October 1986, FAA exercised a contract option
to purchase ASDE-3sfor an additional 13 airports, bringing the total
acquisition cost to $107 million.

FAA Responsibilities
and Program for
Ensuring Air Safety

I

The Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as amended (49 U.S.C. 1303, 1348,
and 1665, subparagraph c), makes the Secretary of Transportation
responsible for ensuring the safe and efficient use of the nation’s airspace and for fostering civil aeronautics and air commerce. nor has
authorized FAA to provide air navigation services for in-flight navigation, access to the airway system, and guidance in the approach and
landing phase of flight; air traffic services to assure separation of flights
in the air and at terminal areas; and preflight and in-flight assistance to
pilots. These services began in the 1930s as an air navigation network
and now consist of extensive navigation, surveillance, communication,
and control facilities known as the Air Traffic Control System.

I

An important part of the Air Traffic Control System is FAA's Airport
Surface Traffic Control program, which is specifically concerned with
the safe and efficient control of aircraft and other vehicles on the airport surface. This program’s success depends heavily on the expertise of
pilots and air traffic controllers to manage the movement of vehicles on
the airport surface. The controllers’ surveillance function-determining
the position and identity of vehicles on all airport surfaces being usedis normally accomplished by visual observation supplemented by
radioed position reports from pilots. At 12 major airports, however,
ASDE supplements the controllers’ visual surveillance with a radar display of the airport surface.’
‘Twclvc airports have ASDEb;
aped in the late 1970s.
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ASDE-3
Justification,
. _
Advanced
Development, and
Testing

In December 1976, FAA issued its initial benefit-cost study for the ASDE-3
and concluded that 23 airports qualified for installation. This study was
updated in February 1986. The ASDE-3research and development phase
began in February 1976, when D&S Transportation Systems Center
issued a request for proposals to develop an engineering model to
replace the ASDE-2.FAA awarded the contract in May 1977 to Cardion
Electronics. Cardion delivered the prototype to FAA’STechnical Center,
where it was installed for operational testing during 1979-1980. The test
results formed the basis for the first ASDE-3technical specification completed in October 1982. The Cardion model was installed as an operating
ASDEsystem at the Anchorage, Alaska, airport in 1984.

Operbtional
Reqtiirements Updated
for ASDE-3

Although FAA had a technical specification in 1982, FAA’s budget was not
approved at levels sufficient to fund the ASDE-3.While awaiting procurement funds, FAA conducted a state-of-the-art survey and observed operational testing of ASDEtechnology developed since the 1980 ASDE-3test
model. Based on the survey and certain less-than-satisfactory
performance characteristics of the ASDE-3model during testing, FAA updated its
ASDE3 operational requirements. Based on a draft of these updated
requirements, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Lincoln Laboratory (Lincoln Labs), under a contract with the Air Force and an interagency agreement with FAA, studied how the new technology might best
satisfy the updated operational requirements. Lincoln Labs then assisted
FAA in formally updating its ASDE-3specification. On the basis of this
new technical specification and with approved funding, FAA developed
the steps it would use to select a contractor and issued a Request for
Proposals in January 1986.

I
I

I
I

0

FAA received proposals from Aydin Corporation, Norden Systems, and
Cardion Electronics on April 6, 1986. On April 4, 1986, however, Cardion filed a protest with FAA which claimed that the nature of the specification was restrictive and thereby limited competition. Cardion
subsequently filed a similar protest with GAOon April 18, 1986. The FAA
Source Evaluation Board judged the Aydin and Norden proposals to be
acceptable, but it returned the Cardion proposal, describing it as technically unacceptable and requiring a complete rewrite to be acceptable.
Cardion did not resubmit its proposal. On August 16, 1986, the Comptroller General denied the Cardion protest (B-2 18666) and on September
30, 1986, FAA awarded the ASDE-3contract to Norden.
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D(JT Office of Inspector
General Questions
ASDE-3 CostEffectiveness

On October 18,1986, the uor Office of Inspector General (OIG) reported
on FM’S procurement of ASDE-3. The OIG concluded that FAA’S September
1986 ASDE-3benefit-cost analysis did not support the procurement
because (1) it did not include all costs and (2) the methodology used did
not follow established guidance. The report recommended that FAA not
procure any of the optional 26 units until a comprehensive benefit-cost
analysis is performed and that any ASDE-3sbe installed at the most costbeneficial locations based on the new analysis. The OIG also recommended that, because costs to develop certain enhancements added to
the technical specification would amount to over $20 million, FAA not
commit itself to buying more than the initial quantity of 17 ASDE-3 units
until the contractor successfully demonstrated the feasibility of
designing and producing the system within the contract award amounts
and schedule.
In responding to the OIG’S report, the FAA Administrator
stressed the
safety aspects of the ASDEQ and remained committed to installing as
many systems as justified from both a benefit-cost and an operational
safety standpoint. He noted that FAA’S updated February 1986 benefitcost study showed 27 of FAA’S proposed 30 locations to be cost-effective
and that the remaining 3, though not cost-effective, are nevertheless
needed to fulfill special requirements.2 He also said that the production
contract risks that stem from developing the enhancements are minimal
and that the costs are justified. While disagreeing with the OIG's findings, the FAA Administrator did agree to (1) continue refining the ASDE-3
benefit-cost analysis and limiting ASDE installation as appropriate to
those airports meeting cost-effective criteria and (2) procure only that
equipment and those options needed for each site to the extent supported by either benefit-cost analyses or other operational or safety
considerations.

1

Objectives, Scope, and
M$thodology

Our review of the ASDE-3 procurement was performed at the request of
Representative Albert G. Bustamante. In his letters to us of August 20,
and November 12,1986, he expressed concern that more detailed information needed to be developed regarding an ASDE-3 bid protest filed by
Cardion Electronics. He also requested that we address the concerns
raised in the OIG report. Based on discussions with his office, we agreed
to address the
‘The special requirements include (1) FAA’s training needs at its Oklahoma training facility and (2)
safety needs at Andrews Air Force Base in Maryland and at the Anchorage, Alaska, airport.
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adequacy of FAA'S support for its ASDE-3 operational requirements and
technical specifications,
extent of potential production schedule and performance risks inherent
in the ASDE-3 specification, and
. accuracy of FIU\'S ASDE3 benefit-cost study regarding planned quantities
and locations for the new equipment.

l

l

In addressing the first objective, we discussed FAA'S operational requirements primarily with the Air Traffic Control Service, the ultimate user
of ASDE and the organization that issued the FAA order defining the operational requirements. We reviewed the historical evolution of the
requirements and the steps FAA took to develop, validate, and approve
them.
To address production risks, we reviewed FAA'S support for the specification as contained in FAA documents and through discussions with FAA's
Program Engineering and Maintenance Service, DOT’STransportation
Systems Center, and Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Lincoln
Laboratory. In addition, our personnel at the contractor’s facility on
Long Island, New York, monitored and collected information on the
progress of the contract and documented the causes and effects of any
problems discovered during the contract’s first 10 months. To clarify
certain issues raised by Cardion regarding the technical specifications,
we spoke with Cardion’s counsel in Washington, DC.
Our review of the accuracy of FAA'S benefit-cost support for ASDE-3
involved (1) reviewing the OIG’s October 1986 report and the economic
literature on valuing time spent while traveling (a key component of
FAA's study), (2) reformulating various cost and benefit assumptions
based on information from the Office of Management and Budget (OMB),
and (3) analyzing the benefit-cost ratios used to support each planned
ABDE-3 location.
Throughout our review, especially in assessingthe specification’s
inherent risk to production, we relied on the services and advice of a
consultant with expertise in radar design and broad experience in managing federal procurement of technically complex electronic systems.
(See app. I for a summary of our consultant’s professional background.)
Our review, conducted during the period January to September 1986,
was carried out in accordance with generally accepted government
auditing standards. Comments on a draft of our report from uor, FAA,
Norden Systems, Inc., and Cardion Electronics are included as apps. II-V.
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FM’s Development of the ASDE3
’
Requirements W= Consistent With Federal
Policy for Major System Acquisitions

.

,

On the basis of our comparison of FAA's preprocurement planning for the
ASDE-3 radar system with federal policy for conducting this activity, we
believe that FAA adequately supported its ASDE-3 requirements as contained in the operational requirement and the technical specification. We
found that
. FM complied with all major federal guidance when it defined its operational requirements in 1982 and updated them in 1984 and
the product of the requirements development process-an updated
technical specification for a state-of-the-art ASDE-WS.S adequately justified and posed no undue risk to production.

l

Cur review of FAA'S 1984 ASDE-3 specification took into consideration
statements by Cardion and the nor OIG that the specification posed
undue risk for production schedule and performance because it was not
adequately justified by mission need and the system it described had not
been adequately tested, as required by OMB.

Federal Major
Acquisition Policy

Published in 1976, OMB Circular A-109 establishes policies designed to
improve the acquisition of major systems through, for example,

.
.

appropriate use of resources to purchase only systems that are needed
in support of an agency’s mission and
adequate preproduction planning and testing to reduce the risk of sizable production cost and schedule overruns.
Circular A-109 cites four steps which relate to the development of
system requirements:

t
.

.

.

Identifying the agency’s mission need for the system, a need arising out
of the agency’s effort to fulfill its statutory responsibilities. For
example, part of FAA'S mission is to ensure the safe and efficient movement of aircraft on the ground at airports (which will be partially met
with ASDE-3).
Soliciting alternative system design concepts using a statement of
system capability based on mission need. FAA refers to this statement as
an “operational requirement,” which describes the system capability
needed by air traffic controllers as they perform FAA'S mission.
Developing and, where feasible, conducting competitive demonstration(s) of the best system concept(s) in an operational environment.
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. Contracting for full production using a statement of system performance
characteristics based on mission need. FAA refers to this as the “specification,” a detailed technical description of required system and subsystem performance.
Under Circular A-109, the operational requirement must be justified as
meeting but not exceeding the mission need. For example, a clear view
of the airport runways during moderately heavy rain, enabling safe,
efficient operations 96 percent of the time may meet the mission need,
while achieving these conditions 100 percent of the time may exceed the
need. Similarly, the specification should satisfy, but not exceed mission
need as reflected in the operational requirements.
OMB Circular

A-109 recommends development and testing of a
preproduction model to establish:

technical feasibility-to show that the system can be built and
. performance feasibility-to show that the system as designed can perform in an operational environment in the way described by the operational requirements.
l

If these aspects of a system are not established, the technical and performance risks will be relatively unknown, and the costs and schedules
negotiated in the production contract could be unreasonable and subject
to change. Because there is no practical way to eliminate all risk from
the production of a major new system, the object of testing is to reduce
the unknowns and, therefore, as much undue risk as possible from the
specification prior to contracting for production.
nor’s policy implementing Circular A-109 generally sets a cost threshold
for major systems acquisitions at $160 million in total estimated acquisition cost or $26 million in estimated research and development funds,
but requires that systems in the next lowest cost category, which
includes the ASDE-3, follow the general approach of A-109. FAA policy
primarily is concerned with process specifics-for example, what management approvals should be obtained at each step of the requirement
development process.
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FAA Completed ASDE3 Requirements in 1982
and Updated Them in
1984

Between 1973 and 1982, in accordance with Circular A-109, FAA identified a mission need, developed an operational requirement (OR), solicited
alternative design concepts, developed and tested an ASDE-3, and developed a technical specification. However, because funding was not available for procuring this ASDE-3,FAA reviewed the 6-year-old OR in 1983-84
and updated it on the basis of a state-of-the-art survey which revealed
new technological opportunities.

FA,A Identified a Mission
Nekd for Improved Air
Traffic Surface Control

OMBCircular A-109 recommends that requirements

for major systems or
their replacements be justified and defined in terms of the agency’s mission need. In 1973-76, FAA defined its need in terms of an increasing deficiency in airport surface traffic control capability-the
safe and
efficient movement of aircraft on the ground, before take-offs and after
landings. FAA's ground controllers manage the flow of airport ground
traffic-aircraft
and other vehicles-through
visual surveillance in
daytime, clear weather conditions. When visibility is limited, controllers
must rely on a radar picture of the airport surface area, on direct radio
communication with pilots and other vehicle operators, or both.
In 1976, FAA had 11 ASDE-2radars in use in the air traffic control system.
However, FAA described the ASDE-2'Sperformance as inadequate because
(1) its signal does not penetrate heavy rain; (2) its display is often
unsatisfactory because of background clutter; (3) it cannot identify individual aircraft, distinguish aircraft size, or distinguish aircraft from
other kinds of vehicles; and (4) its screen is not considered bright
enough for daylight use. In addition, the now 25year-old ASDE-2sare
expensive to maintain, given the unavailability of replacement parts.
FAA also stated that ASDESwere needed at additional airports, The
agency pointed to increasing demand for operations during poor visibility as evidence of the importance of ground surveillance for safe and
efficient operations.

FAA Prepared an
Operational Requirement,
Solicited Design Concepts,
and Tested a Full-Scale
Prototype

Circular A-109 advises agencies to solicit from private industry alternative system design concepts, defined as an idea expressed in terms of
general performance, capabilities, and characteristics of equipment
intended to operate as a system. Accordingly, FAA prepared an operational requirement and solicited alternative concepts before taking the
ASDE-3to development. FAA awarded a contract in fiscal year 1977 for
the full-scale development of an engineering model of the design concept
chosen.
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When the ASDE-3model was completed, it was installed for operational
testing during April-May 1980 at FAA'STechnical Center in Atlantic City,
New Jersey. Technical Center staff evaluated the model and delivered a
report in March 1981. The report concluded that the ASDE-3model
should be considered for implementation; however, it further concluded
that an extended evaluation of the display under heavy rain, fog, and
snow conditions should be conducted. According to the report, six air
traffic controllers who participated in the operational test found the
ASDE-3model significantly better than the ASDE-2they were using, but
the controllers observed that improvements were needed in the clarity
and intensity of the screen display. The controllers also favored the
addition of a capability- not included in the &DE-Q test model-to
relate aircraft images on the screen to specific flights.
After the Technical Center delivered its operational evaluation report on
the ASDE-3tests, FAA developed a specification to SUppOrt an &DE-3 procurement in 1982. However, FAApostponed the ASDEprocurement when
the Congress funded FAA'Sfiscal year 1983 budget at a level $100 million
less than FAA'Srequest.

FAA Pevalidated Its
Operational Requirement in
Accofdance With Federal
Policy
I
I

f

During the funding hiatus, FAA began work in February 1983 on an
update of the now 6-year-old 1977 operational requirement and, in support of this effort, conducted a state-of-the-art survey. In the spring and
summer of 1983, representatives from Limoln l&s, the FAA Technical
Center, and FAA headquarters conducted an on-site evaluation and comparison of four ASDEprototypes that were undergoing operational
testing-three were at airports in Europe and the fourth was the ASDE-3
model tested in 1980 at FAA'STechnical Center.
LincolnL&S concluded from this survey that, in response to an ASDEspecification updated to reflect current state-of-the-art, it was possible that
any of the vendors of the four ASDESsurveyed could provide the FAA
with a satisfactory ASDE.LIIXO~~
L&S also concluded that no new technology would be required to attain the performance called for in a stateof-the-art specification.
OMBCircular A-109 explains that mission need may result from a defi-

ciency in capabilities or a decision to establish new capabilities in
response to a technologically feasible opportunity. FAA used both of
these criteria as it based its updated ORon mission need consisting of the
inadequacy of the existing ASDE-'Lequipment, analysis of the ASDE-3test
model’s performance, and the current technological opportunities for
Page 16
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improvement. In addition, in accordance with FAA policy, a System
Requirements Team, with participation from other FAA units, drafted a
system OR and obtained its approval from appropriate FAA organizational units.
To draft an updated OR, FAA convened a team consisting of four experienced air traffic controllers-three
of whom were still acti-:e at major
airports-and
technicians from FAA and LincolnLabs. According to FAA
officials, closely involving air traffic controllers would assure that current deficiencies were well-defined, while participation of the technicians would provide the controllers with information on state-of-the-art
techniques and their associated risk and cost.
The updated OR was published in February 1984 and expressed the
requirements in much greater detail than did the 1977 OR. The 1984 OR
also added new requirements for the ASDE-3 processing and display functions, including radar coverage for all existing runway and taxiway
areas and planned additions at 28 specified airports, the ability to
accommodate independent maps showing different portions of the airport surface, and the capability for split-screen presentations, so that
this information could be presented on a single display.

F&A’s Specification
Erihancements Were
Adequately Justified
d Posed No Undue
asi
Risk

At FAA’S request, Lincoln Labs developed an updated ASDE-3 specification
on the basis of an analysis of the new OR and the four ASDE models evaluated during the state-of-the-art survey. The specification was enhanced
in the areas of display features, transmission frequency, and remote
maintenance monitoring. We asked an independent radar design expert
to review these enhancements for the degree of risk they posed to the
expected production costs and schedule, because they had not been
tested as integral parts of the ASDE-3 system. While our consultant
acknowledged that the enhancements added some risk to production
cost and schedules, he characterized the risk as manageable-within
customary industry limits for this type of system as it goes into production. Moreover, based on our review of FAA’S procedures in developing
the requirements and the analysis of our consultant, we believe that FAA
reasonably justified the enhancements in terms of mission need.

Lincoln Labs Developed an
Updated ASDE-3
Specification

To ensure that the ASDE-3 technical specification would correspond to
the new OR in light of current technology, FAA asked Lincoln Labs to analyze
the state-of-the-art survey findings and the new OR. From its analyses,
Lincoln Labs concluded that each of the four radars evaluated in the
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survey had the potential to meet a performance-oriented
ASDE-3specification with perhaps some upgrading or modification, and each had
desirable features, though no one system included all features.
LincolnMS also developed an updated specification for ASDE-3, which FAA
published in November 1984. The specification contained enhancements
based on the desirable features of the ASDEmodels surveyed, which tincoinLabs believed would best satisfy the updated OR, including enhancements to the
. processing and display capabilities,
. radar transmission frequencies needed to support the display requirements, and
maintenance characteristics of the ASDE.

l

These features, however, had never been tested on a single ASDEunit or
studied for cost-effectiveness, and for this reason the OIG reported that
including them in a specification that would form the basis for a production contract was certain to incur unnecessary developmental risk. Cardion also asserted in its protest that FAA did not need these features on
its new ASDE-3 and that they were not technically feasible to produce
within the schedule called for in the ASDE-3solicitation.
I
I

Enhanced Processing and Display
Features
)
I

1

The updated ASDE-3specification contained new requirements for the
radar display, which in turn required more sophisticated computer
processing of the radar signals. For example, the specification required
a capability for (1) a split-screen display, which combines on one screen
two perspectives of the airport surface, and (2) a mosaicked display,
which incorporates on one screen images from two radars. In its protest,
Cardion claimed that these requirements would entail developing a display subsystem to a level of sophistication that does not now exist and
that the requirements exceeded FAA's needs.
To satisfy a requirement in the revalidated ORthat ASDE-3coverage be
established for all existing and planned movement areas at 28 specified
airports, the specification calls for the installation of two ASDE-3Sat any
airport whose primary antenna site is located beyond 12,000 feet from a
movement area, or whose antenna installed on the air traffic control
tower does not have a clear line-of-sight to a movement area. The mosaicking and split-screen display capabilities are designed to make the
presence of two radars more useful to air traffic controllers.
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A @it-screen display presents two different radar images by splitting
the screen into two parts-the
technique is often used in television
broadcasts of sporting events. In an ASDE application, split-screening
enables the display of two different views of the airport surface at one
time, on one controller’s screen. The two views may be of the same
target area, but at different scale, so that the controller has a clear,
“closeup” image of the aircraft on one part of the screen and an overview of the movement area on the other, highlighting the location of the
target aircraft relative to other aircraft or key runway intersections.
A mosaicked dispb integrates the output of two radars, located at different sites at the airport, into a single image on the screen. When both
radars are focused on the same target but from quite different perspectives, the result is a more sharply defined image of, for example, an aircraft at a great distance from the radar antenna or partially obscured by
a structure or another aircraft. The specification requires mosaic display capability wherever dual radars are installed. This is to satisfy
operational requirements for (1) detecting small aircraft and locating
them within 20 feet of the displayed position and (2) distinguishing two
aircraft separated by 40 feet or an aircraft and any vehicle separated by
80 feet, within the coverage area at very large airports.
Cur consultant advised us that the computer programs necessary to support both split-screen and mosaicked displays are sufficiently developed
to present little challenge to the potential vendors of radar equipment.
His judgment is that this enhancement is no more sophisticated than the
programs written for video arcade games.
ide Range of Transmission

The 1984 ASDE-3 specification also required that the radar equipment be
capable of transmission “agility” over any 0.6 GHZ segment within the
frequencies of 16.7 and 17.7 GHZ' -a total frequency band of 2.0 GHZ.
Frequency agility is a technique for continuously retuning the radar to
change its transmission frequency within a fixed range, thus improving
the clarity of the radar image on the screen under certain conditions.
Cardion has alleged, however, that achieving the 2.0 GHZ of frequency
range would be very difficult and would be a significant source of risk in
the ASDE3 development process.
‘GHz ia an abbreviation for giga (1 biiion) hertz (cycles per second). Transmission frequency is established by the number of cycles per second, and each transmitting system (e.g., a radio station) has its
own assigned operating frequency, or frequency range.
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Both the 1977 and the 1984ASDE-3 ORS required a “clutter-free” display.
“Clutter” on the screen can result, from rainfall or hills at the perimeter
of the airport which can resemble an aircraft at a much closer range. Lincoin L&Sreported that frequency agility was needed to satisfy this
requirement, and that a traveling wave tube (TWT) offered the possibility of better frequency control. The 1982 specification called for
transmission agility over the 0.6 GHZ frequency range of 16.7-16.2 GHZ,
the capability of the 1977 ASDE-3 test model; the 1984 specification
requires the capacity for transmission agility over a 2 GHZ range (l&717.7 GHz).
According to FAA’s Spectrum Engineering Division manager, the ability
to employ frequency agility over the larger 2.0 GHZ range is more effective than over the 0.6 GHz band in some conditions-for example, heavy
rain or snow-in obtaining the required clutter-free display. FAA also
tald us the increased spectrum is needed to permit ease of frequency
selection-tuning the ASDE to a different frequency within the 2.0 GHZ
band-where interference occurs with other transmitting devices, such
as military radars. This is also described in correspondence between FAA
and the Commerce Department’s National Telecommunication and Information Administration (NTIA~ concerning NTIA'S certificafion of radio
spectrum availability, as required by OMB Circular A-l 1 for major systems that use the radio spectrum.
As required by NTLG, FAA conducted tests on the ASDE-3 engineering
model in 1981. The tests showed that while there was some interference
with Navy airborne radar, it could easily be removed by retuning the
radar. NTIA approved ASDE-3operation in the 16.7-17.7 GHzband, provided the production ASDE3swere tunable throughout this band without
modification in the field, and FM’S 1984 specification contains this
requirement.
Cardion protested that the cost of the TWTrequired to support frequency agility across a frequency range of 2.0 GHZ would exceed any
benefits to be derived. However, Norden Systems was able to contract
for the TWTat approximately half the cost expected. (See ch. 3.)
Remqte Maintenance Monitoring

Symm
,

The 1984specification includes a number of requirements that are
intended to enable remote maintenance monitoring @MM) of the ASDE-3.
2NTIA is empoweredto certify the availability of spacein the radio spectrumfor prospectiveusers,
such as radio stations,or classesof users,such asmilitary and civilian radar systems.
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RMM is an approach by which the system is able to detect and locate the

source of its own malfunctions and record this information in a computer file that can be monitored from a distance through telecommunication The RMM requirements were added to bring the ASDE-3 system into
compliance with an FAA policy issued in 1982, requiring that RMM capabilities be designed into every new system acquisition. When RMM is fully
implemented, FAA expects to save $100 million annually in operational
costs alone.
With RMM, FAA plans to centralize routine monitoring and equipment
repair to use highly paid technicians more efficiently. FAA'S RMM policy
requires that maintainability be considered in the design of new systems, to include modularity-partitioning
of the system into physically
and functionally self-contained units which can easily be removed,
replaced, and repaired- and internal on-line diagnostics that can identify the faulty module and automatically switch to a spare or redundant
module.
RMM capability

will be added to existing systems not scheduled for
replacement, but this is significantly more expensive than building it
into the initial design, according to FAA. Cardion asserted that the COSt of
adding RMM after the ASDES are installed will be less than the cost of
building in RMM capability during production because the technology is
new to ASDE equipment. However, our consultant agrees with FAA and
points out that the technology for RMM has been built into a well-known
line of computers for some years.
FAA policy also requires that equipment performance specifications
either shall specify the level of the system which the on-line diagnostics
can identify as faulty, or they shall call for cost-effectiveness studies on
this issue. The 1984 ASDE-3 specification requires that the diagnostics
shah isolate 86 percent of all single failures to the replaceable circuit
board and/or module level with a confidence of at least 90 percent. This
means that for 86 percent of all system failures, the diagnostic system
must specify what is wrong, down to the level of a part which can
quickly be replaced on-site, with 90 percent accuracy. Cardion has
charged that this description did not adequately specify the exact diagnostic level required; however, our consultant advised us that the specification description is typical of the language used in similar system
specifications and well understood in the industry.
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The Risks Posed by the
ASDE-3 Specification Were
Manageable

OMBCircular A-109 stresses advanced development

and testing of new
system acquisitions in order to reduce technical risk before committing
them to full-scale production. Production contract commitments are
made primarily on the basis of the technical specification, which in turn
reflects mission need as expressed in the OR and the results of testing a
fully developed system model. MA’S 1984 contractor selection plan for
ASDE-3stated there was “no significant risk” involved in the procurement. At FAA'Srequest, a Lincoln Labs technician provided a critique of the
specification in February 1986, concluding that the majority of the features of the specification could be found in operating radars produced
by US, and European countries and in the radar specifications of the
Canadian, French, Dutch, British, and other civil aviation agencies.
We asked our consultant to examine the specification in view of the current state of radar technology as he knows it, to determine whether it
contained requirements which would be unduly difficult to meet or pose
undue risk to the contracted cost and schedules. In his view, any number
of vendors could have responded to the specification, that posed manageable risk to production cost and time-a level of risk commonly
accepted in the industry. In his judgment, the specification
.
.
.
.

I
I

’

Conhusions

does not go beyond state-of-the-art and compares favorably with Air
Force and Navy specifications for airborne electronic equipment;
is consistent with and does not go beyond the OR;
was clearly written, clear enough that the successful proposal essentially contained a design for the radar; and
is properly a performance specification with the details of implementation left up to the contractor and, consequently, is responsive to OMBA109.
FAA acted in accord with the philosophy and general approach articulated in OMBCircular A-109 and D(JTand FAA policy for developing

requirements for major system acquisitions, including full-scale development and testing of an ASDE-3model, even though the ASDE-3cost fell
below DOT’Sthreshold for major systems. After revalidating the OR and
enhancing the specification, FAA did not develop and test a second ASDE3
model incorporating the enhancements; however, FAA and Lincoh Labs
technicians had evaluated the enhancements as a part of other ASDEsystems being tested in operational environments and concluded that any
one of several vendors could provide FAA with a satisfactory ASDE.Consequently, FAA elected to proceed directly into procurement and production of the ASDE-3as specified (including the enhancements), instead of
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first developing and testing a second prototype. By doing this, FAA chose
what it regarded as insignificant technical risk of production over a
second development and testing phase. We believe FAA's decision was
reasonable and find no basis to conclude the agency’s actions were
inconsistent with OMB A-109, MJT, or FAA policy in developing its ASDE-3
requirements.
FM justified the updated ASDE-3 specification on the basis of the new
OR-a reflection of mission need-and LincolnLabs' conclusions that
improved technology existed on which to base a new generation ASDE. A109 clearly states that a technologically feasible opportunity such as
this can be used as part of an agency’s definition of its mission need;
moreover, both Lincoln Labs and our independent consultant evaluated the
enhancements’ risk to production cost and schedules as manageable and
within the capabilities of the industry. Consequently, we find no basis to
conclude that the ASDE-3 specification or the enhancements thereto were
not adequately justified or tested by FAA, nor that they presented undue
risk to production cost and schedules.

,

r:
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ASDE Performance Risks Are Manageable, but
System Delivery May Be Late
In advance of awarding Norden Systems the ASDE-3 production contract,
FAA determined that the technical risks associated with its updated specification were not significant. Cardion and the OIG disagreed, concluding
that unnecessary developmental risk would be present. Based on our
review and the views of our technical expert, we do not share this conclusion. Rather, we concluded in chapter 2 that the risks inherent in the
specification are manageable. We also noted that the specification
cannot account for all potential problems that might occur during production. However, after the production award, the contractor’s experience in designing and producing the equipment can be monitored and
the sources of problems identified. While it is still too early in production to make firm predictions on the final outcome, this chapter discusses our review of Norden’s progress to date.
We found that, by making some changes to its initial design, Norden has
reduced most risks stemming from the new specification to a manageable level and has not sought changes to the specification. However, two
subsystemsthe display processor and the remote maintenance-still
pose major risks because of software programming uncertainties. For
reasons unrelated to the specification, namely staffing shortages and
subcontracting delays, Norden faces production schedule slippage. No
formal contract milestones have been missed, but Norden has delayed
its internal schedule for first unit testing by 3 weeks.
Although schedule delays exist, there is no assurance that they will be
reported accurately to D(JTand FAA officials responsible for making decisions regarding the future of the ASDE-3contract. To track its progress
and report it to FAA, Norden is supposed to use a time-phased plan
describing key events in the contract and how deviations from plans will
be detected and dealt with. However, because Norden’s attempts to
achieve this have not been successful, we believe FAA has not had all the
information it needs to properly manage the contract, brief DOTofficials
on ASDEQ program status, and make decisions about future procurement
actions.

Performance Risks and
Schedule Delays

As discussed in chapter 2, the 1982 ASDE-3specification was updated
throughout 1983 and approved in 1984. The new version specifies that
the ASDE-3 shall contain several features that were not required under
the earlier specification. Because no currently produced radar incorporates all the features the new specification requires, the D(JI’IG said that
the ASDEQ development risks were now much greater than previously
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anticipated. Moreover, Cardion has alleged that some of the new features would require a lengthy development process, which we believe
implies greater risk than necessary. On the other hand, FAA believes
that, because the key features in the specification were demonstrated
during the 1983 vendor survey (see ch. 2), the requirements are realistic
and the technical risks are low. We divide these risks into two categories: performance and schedule delays. While these are not entirely independent and a performance problem could lead to a schedule delay, they
are sufficiently distinct at this point in the contract to be discussed as
separate risks.

Major: Performance Risks
Bear Watching

The ASDE-3system will not meet the contract performance requirements
unless the actions Norden has taken or plans to take are successful.
These performance risks were identified by either Norden in its proposal
or Cardion in materials it submitted to support its bid protest. The risks
are found in the following four ASDEQ subassemblies:
Display processor.
Remote maintenance system.
. Antenna subsystem.
Transmitter-receiver.

l

l

l

Norden has taken some steps to increase the likelihood that these subassemblies will meet contract specifications. However, in two of these subassemblies-the
display processor and remote maintenance-major
risks still remain. Although Norden may eventually overcome these
problems, we believe they deserve close review by FAA in the near term.
Displab Processor

Substantial risk of the kind that both Norden and Cardion identified in
the ASDE-3system’s display requirements still remains. The display
processor allows the ASDE-3to provide an air traffic controller with various airport viewing options. For example, one requirement provides
that the controller will be able to zoom in on and enlarge the image or
use a split screen to view separated areas of the airport simultaneously.
Another stipulates that radar observations of the airport surface be displayed on the controller’s screen in no more than one-quarter of a
second.
Roth of these requirements appear in the 1984 specification; we could
not locate them in the 1982 version. To satisfy them, Norden’s proposal
stated that it would require large amounts of high-speed processing
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times and high-speed memory. Norden officials told us that they
attempted to reduce the risks by incorporating a more powerful microprocessor and more memory than were called for in its initial design.
Although these changes should better enable the contractor to meet the
required processing times, Norden is behind its schedule for completing
a design that will incorporate all of the required features.
Cur consultant believes that the risk of the display processor not
meeting the specification is increased because of the complex programming that needs to be written. Norden officials agree with his observation that these risks are unavoidable in a radar system such as ASDE-3
and represent the greatest challenge to the radar’s achieving its
intended purposes. Because the software is incomplete and testing is not
scheduled to begin until 1987, we cannot determine now whether
Norden will successfully meet this challenge.
RemoteMaintenance System

,

Norden’s design of the remote maintenance system (RMS) has not proceeded to a point where the risk of noncompliance with specifications is
minimized. The RMSmonitors the performance of the ASDEQsystem and
identifies faulty components. Cardion reviewed the requirements for the
RMSand concluded that it was risky to design a system that would monitor and identify defective components. Norden officials, however, considered the RMSa low-risk area because they believed existing
technologies and techniques-both hardware and software-could be
adapted for use in this system. But they are uncertain of how much this
approach will have to be modified for ASDE-3.
The RMSis a feature FAA added to the ASDE-3system in the 1984 specification to meet the agency’s new maintenance policy. The RMSis required
to isolate 86 percent of all system failures to the replaceable circuit
board and/or module level of the system. According to the Norden engineer responsible for the RMSdesign, the complex software needed to
monitor large numbers of circuit boards makes development of the RMS
risky. He explained that Norden is reducing the risks by modifying its
RMSdesign to make the system compatible with existing and proven software programs.
Despite Norden’s explanations, we believe there continues to be a risk
that the RMSwill not operate as required becausethe RMSconsists of
newly designed circuits and relies, in part, on software programs that
have not been written yet. In addition, although Norden is attempting to
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use existing programs, it is uncertain whether the programs can be used
without modification and still meet the specification.
Antenna Subsystem

The antenna subsystem will meet contractual requirements only if
Norden’s design modifications are successful. The troublesome portion
of the specification relates to electrical requirements that were identified by Norden in its proposal. At that time Norden predicted it would
have difficulty achieving the required value for one of the radar’s signal
characteristics. This characteristic, the sidelobe structure, allows the
radar to distinguish between two targets separated by a short distance.
This risk arose because the 1984 specification required a higher performance level than did the original specification.
The specification requires Norden to deliver an antenna whose sidelobe
power level is 24 decibels’ lower than the main lobe. Norden officials
told us that the current antenna design fell short of this requirement by
2 decibels. Officials at ~lncoln gabs,who are monitoring the program and
assisted in writing the 1984 specification (see ch. 2), told us that they
were not concerned about this variance. They believe that given reasonable time Norden will be able to meet the specification by modifying the
antenna design. To this end, Norden is currently working on modifying
certain antenna subsystem components, and Norden officials believe
these changes will be sufficient to meet specification requirements.
Until the antenna can be tested, it is too early to determine whether the
planned modifications will be successful, and we have no reason to
doubt or believe in Lincoln Labs’optimism regarding achieving the 24
decibels.

Transmitter-Receiver Subsystem
,

Norden virtually has eliminated a major performance risk created by
the possibility of not being able to obtain a critical component. In its bid
protest, Cardion alleged that a requirement to widen the ASDE-3’S operating frequency range would require a major development effort
because the component needed to make this possible-a specific travelling wave tube-was not commercially available. Based on discussions
with Norden officials and a review of Norden’s subcontracting documentation, we believe that Norden has overcome its potential problems in
‘A decibel is a unit used to express the ratio between two amounts of power. The ratio’s size shows
the difference in relative size between the two amounts.
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obtaining suppliers to manufacture the component necessary for the
ASDEto operate in the wider frequency range.
FAA'SCUlTent ASDE-3 Specification reqUireStheSyStemt,OOperatein
a
frequency range of 16.7 to 1.7.7 GHZ(see ch. 2) rather than the 16.7 to
16.2 GHZrange in the previous specification. Norden believed that it
could achieve the range requirement at low risk by modifying existing

TWT designs. In May 1986, Norden signed agreements with two subcontractors to produce the TWTS.Norden officials explained that two subcontracts would better assure them of having an adequate TWT supply.
Roth tube manufacturers estimated that total nonrecurring design cost
would be about $60,000. Recurring cost for each TWT is less than
$16,000. Norden’s ASDE-3Program Manager told us that these costs were
below his initial estimates on which the Norden bid was based. Moreover, according to FAA'SASDE3 program manager, this cost is considerably below the current $80,000 to $90,000 estimated cost of replacing
the TWT used in the ASDE-3prototype. We reviewed Norden’s procurement files and found no indication that either supplier anticipated difficulties in delivering a tube that would meet specification requirements.
We believe these steps by Norden assure that the wider frequency range
will not require a major developmental effort.

Schedule
Delays

The development
Although Norden
by the contracted
is jeopardized by

Exist and

Mote Are Likely

phase of the ASDEprogram is running behind schedule.
claims it can begin system testing of the first ASDEunit
date of September 1987, we believe its ability to do so
the following points:

8
.

Testing Program Is Behind
Schedule

Norden has already postponed the start of an April 1987 in-house, predelivery testing program by 3 weeks because schedules of some major
components have been delayed.
Designs for components in the RMSand display processor are behind
schedule.
A subcontractor’s schedule for manufacturing the antenna leaves no
room for delay and all tasks are time critical.
The pedestal used to hold and rotate the antenna will not be ready for
the start of testing.
Norden now estimates it will be unable to meet its target date for the
start of the in-house testing program because of existing delays. As a
result, the contractually mandated September 30, 1987, first production
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unit delivery to the field test site is threatened. We believe that the
increasing delays experienced in the RMS and display systems, coupled
with the risk that the antenna and its supporting pedestal will be delivered to Norden late, jeopardize Norden’s ability to meet the revised date
(late April 1987) for the start of in-house testing. And any further
delays in the testing schedule increase the risks that Norden will be
unable to meet the September 1987 delivery to the field test site which,
in turn, would cause a delay in delivering the first system to FAA.
Norden intended to assemble a complete ASDE-3 and begin testing in late
April 1987, several months before the September 1987 contractual
delivery date. Norden, however, has identified two sources of schedule
risk in this testing period:
.

.

The &month period between the start of testing and first delivery to FAA
is almost over-programmed with tasks and, according to the engineer in
charge, cannot absorb additional delays.
The FAA requirement that some tests be performed sequentially, rather
than concurrently, gives Norden less total testing time and reduces its
ability to compensate for potential delays caused by testing failures.
Any delays in the start of the testing program, therefore, will make it
difficult for Norden to maintain its September 30, 1987, delivery date to
the test site. In July 1986, Norden began projecting that testing would
begin April 24, 1987, rather than April 1 as originally planned. Norden
officials believe that, despite this delay, they can still meet the September milestone. However, they told us of a new “worst case” projection involving possible further delays in the program. Under this
pessimistic assumption, Norden projects that delivery to FAA could be 4
months late.
In commenting on a draft of this report, FAA noted that the critical date
is the completion of field testing which, by contract, is March 1988. Further, according to FAA, its engineers are working with the contractor to
restructure the test activity to utilize multiple units in parallel factory
tests and field test. By using this approach, FAA expects to maintain the
March 1988 field test completion date.

RMS and Display System Designs
Are Hehind Schedule

Nor-den’s schedule for the design of RMS and display system circuits is
running late. The firm’s internal planning documents indicate that the
design of these circuits is now up to 6 months late. Norden attributed
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these delays to staffing shortages. The delays have added 1 month to
the completion of these systems.
Norden is falling increasingly behind its schedule for design of these
units. The firm’s schedule for the design of the RMS and display system
circuits called for the completion of designs by May 1986. We evaluated
the status of this effort in April and May 1986 and found that these
designs were running 2 to 6 weeks behind their targeted completion
dates. Between April and May these delays were increasing. By June,
Norden was reporting that one design, originally scheduled for completion in April, would not be ready until September.
Although Norden’s low staffing level that led to these delays has
increased, it has not as yet been raised to the planned level. Norden is
attempting to compensate by contracting for tasks originally scheduled
to be performed in-house. Even so, this will not allow Norden to get the
program back on schedule. As a result, the firm is estimating that completion of these systems will be about 1 month later than originally
planned. Norden attributed its inability to reach projected staffing levels
to a tight labor market in the Long Island, New York, area.
Norden also attributes its problems to its engineers who failed to maintain a continuing involvement in the component after completion of the
initial design. It has tried to overcome this problem by emphasizing to
both engineering and management personnel that their involvement in a
component extends past the initial design and lasts through the manufacture, testing, and installation of the completed units.
An&ma Schedule Risks

The antenna may not be ready for the start of testing. Norden is
obtaining the antenna under a subcontract and this agreement requires
delivery of a first antenna unit by March 1987. The subcontractor’s
planning schedule shows that the first unit is on schedule; however,
almost no room for delay exists in the schedule. This creates a risk that
delays in the design, fabrication, and test could result in the delayed
delivery of the antenna.
Norden’s antenna subcontract was signed in April 1986, but before this
Norden doubted that the subcontractor could meet its proposed delivery
schedule. This doubt was based on several omissions and inconsistencies
in the subcontractor’s proposal which, when corrected, would add to the
schedule. Further, in May 1986, the subcontractor provided Norden
with its best estimate of a delivery schedule, which showed that
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Norden’s needs could be met. However, every task was shown as critical
with only 1 week available for slippage without delaying delivery of the
first unit. This schedule’s lack of flexibility is due primarily to the long
lead time required to make the mold used in manufacturing the
antenna’s reflecting surface.
Norden has attempted to reduce the schedule risk. It has re-evaluated
the schedule for the reflector mold and found that as the result of a light
workload at the supplier and the unexpected availability of raw materials, the mold’s lead time could be reduced by 1 or 2 months.
Nevertheless, we believe that a continuing risk exists that the antenna
will not be ready for the start of system testing in April 1987. Although
Norden’s actions have reduced this risk, delivering the antenna in April
depends on the timely completion of many tasks in addition to manufacturing the mold.
Antenna PedestalMay He Late

Norden management anticipates that the antenna pedestal may not be
ready for the April 1987 start of testing. The pedestal consists of a fourlegged stand, a motor and belt drive, and a turntable with a bearing on
top of which the antenna rotates. If the delays Norden anticipates occur,
the firm plans to use a substitute pedestal in the initial testing period to
prevent any delay in the overall program schedule.
Norden’s ASDE-3 program manager doubts that two essential pedestal
components-the bearing and the stand-will be ready in time to allow
for the April 1987 start of the testing program. Norden is attempting to
minimize the impact these potential delays will have on the program by
using a welded pedestal stand instead of one made by a casting, thus
saving the lead time required by a casting. In addition, Norden is negotiating with two vendors to obtain existing pedestals that could be substituted for the required pedestals during the initial testing periods.
Although these substitutes would not meet FAA’S requirements, especially in areas of reliability and maintainability, using them would minimize testing schedule delay.
If the solutions Norden has proposed to mitigate the pedestal schedule
risks will increase the cost of the ASDE-3 system, Norden and not FAA will
bear the cost increases, according to the firm’s ASDE-3 Program Manager.
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FAA and Norden have not reached agreement on a system for monitoring
the status of the ASDE-3program. The contract requires that the contractor maintain a Master Program Plan (MPP) showing time-phased

FAA Monitoring

plans for completing tasks and other specifics regarding how the contract will be managed. However, according to FAA officials, Norden’s
attempts thus far to meet this requirement have not satisfied FAA
because the resulting MPPSwere too difficult to use or did not contain the
required information. Therefore, FAA'Sprogram manager has not had an
adequate baseline against which to measure the status of the contract
and did not report accurately to management in FAA and our. Accurate
status data is needed for making decisions regarding additional ASDE-3
procurement, whether the contract needs to be more closely managed,
and what the impact on airport operations will be if ASDE-3delivery
schedules are changed.

Absence of System to
Measure Contract Status

Norden’s contract with FAA requires that the MPPinclude a
time-phased plan for the completion of each key event;
graph and/or narrative discussion of the events’ relationships with each
other;
. description of the steps to be taken and the data to be used in meeting
the contract delivery schedule;
. description of what system or method will be used to communicate work
plans and report progress against the work plan; and
. description of how significant deviations from the planned events will
be detected, isolated, and remedied together with the results of such
action and how key events will be managed, scheduled, and monitored
during contract performance.
l

l

Norden’s MPPachieves the first of the above characteristics. It illustrates
in chart form the due-dates of items or events to be delivered or accomplished under the contract, such as reports, manuals, conferences, and
design reviews. This plan also indicates with bar charts the planned
beginning and end of the relevant manufacturing phases for the ASDE3
subassemblies.
However, because Norden’s MPPdoes not address the other four contract
requirements, the firm proposed using two other systems to comply
with the contract. Its First Article Manufacturing Plan listed the components in each subassembly and corresponding target start and end dates
for all manufacturing phases. According to Norden officials, however,
FAA was concerned about using these charts because they did not show
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how much slippage the program could absorb without risking a delay in
the delivery of the first ASDE-3system. Norden then proposed using its
Management and Project Planning System as a tool to track the manufacturing process. However, Norden’s ASDE-3program planner said that
FM was concerned about this system because (1) current status was not
measured against planned targets, (2) the detail did not provide the
management overview required by FAA, and (3) the interrelationships
among the manufacturing processes were not evident.
With no acceptable reporting system, FAA has relied on several other
means of monitoring the progress of the ASDEprogram. For example, onsite at Norden is a FAA resident Quality Reliability Officer whose primary responsibility is to monitor Norden’s quality assurance system,
but who also provides input on the status of the program. FAA’Sprogram
manager and contracting officer also visit Norden’s manufacturing
facility monthly to be briefed by Norden management on contract developments. The agenda for these briefings covers a variety of topics,
including the status of the program. However, at the May 1986 briefing,
the presentation given on the program’s status was limited to a discussion of the proposed program status reporting system, rather than a
substantive discussion of the program’s status itself. The extent to
which slippage or delays were occurring was not discussed, even though
some significant delays existed at those times. It was at the July
briefing, however, that Norden informed FAA that its April 1987 testing
program would be delayed by about 3 weeks.
FAA'S alternate means of monitoring contract status have not been effective because some omissions have occurred in FAA'Sformal reporting to

nor’s Office of the Secretary of Transportation. When the D(JTDeputy
Secretary approved the ASDEQ program, he also directed that the program receive semi-annual program reviews and be subject to quarterly
status reporting requirements. Complying with this, FAA briefed the Secretary’s office on May 23, 1986, on the ASDE-3program. During the
briefing, contract status was discussed but certain key delays in the contractor’s progress (for example, the 3-month delay in letting a subcontract for the rwr) were not mentioned. The briefing chart used to
summarize the review stated that the contract was “on schedule.”
According to FAA'SASDE-3program manager, the schedule delays occurring then were not serious enough to bring to the attention of the Secretary’s office; moreover, he said that, because the contractor did not have
an adequate monitoring system, some delays were not well-defined.
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and nor officials should know in as much detail as possible the
status of the ASDE-3contract because of future decisions these officials
will make regarding the direction of the program. One such decision was
made recently when FAA exercised its option to procure additional ASDEr
3s. Other decision points will arise at the critical design review toward
the end of 1986 and during system testing throughout 1987. Therefore,
a useful program monitoring mechanism is essential for determining current contract status and forecasting the possibility of future performance problems.

FM

-C+clusions

judgments about the outcome of certain schedule and performance risks,
we conclude that Norden is taking effective actions to manage most of
the risks it perceives. The risks are not all equally manageable, however,
and the problem of writing software for the display processor and the
remote maintenance subsystems represents the greatest challenge to
meeting the specification’s performance requirements, Meeting the contract’s schedule will also be difficult and, becauseof slippage that
already has occurred and more that Norden tentatively forecasts, we
believe that additional schedule delays are likely.

I
I

The contractor is responsible for maintaining a program status-monitoring system. The systems Norden has implemented thus far, however,
have been inadequate because they have made key information unavailable to the FAA program manager and to nor officials responsible for
overseeing the procurement. Without accurate information on program
status, it will be difficult to evaluate the contractor’s performance and
determine whether additional management control is needed. It remains
to be seen whether Norden’s new system will satisfy FAA’S needs.

IRqcommendations

office to
evaluate Norden’s new system for tracking contract schedule against
planned milestones and ensure that it, or another system if necessary,
will meet FAA’s needs for providing accurate information as a basis for
making program decisions and
. use the results of an improved tracking system discussed above to identify performance and/or schedule areas requiring additional management control and determine together with the contractor how best to
address these areas.

.
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Aghcy Comments

In commenting on a draft of this report, Norden stated that it has implemented a new scheduling system and provided an updated MPP to FAA.
Norden believes that Fti has found the new system effective for
tracking program progress against key milestones and for identification
of performance and/or schedule areas that require management
attention.
In DCWScomments on our draft report, it also noted that Norden had
submitted a new MPPthat depicts schedule delays and the recommended
solutions to maintain the critical first system delivery date of March
1988. However, LMTdid not say whether this new program monitoring
system would meet all of FAA’s needs.
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Imprecise Benefit Estimates Show Better Data
Are Needed to Justify Future Acquisitions
In response to the OIG’s report, FAA revised its benefit-cost study. However, it still has not performed the comprehensive study recommended
by the OIG. FAA'Sbenefit-cost methodology leads to imprecise statements
of benefits due to reduced passenger time savings and aircraft and passenger safety. The effect that passenger time savings have on the ASDE3
benefit-cost analysis is significant-if
there were none, four fewer airports would qualify for ASDE-3installation. On the other hand, by not
estimating benefits for added passenger safety due to ASDE-3,FAA may
be understating its total safety benefits. To the extent this is true, then
more accurately stated benefits would probably permit more airports to
qualify. According to FAA, however, data on which to base a more accurate analysis do not exist.
FAA'Smethodology

for determining whether the ~23~~3-3
program is costjustified and, if so, which airports around the country qualify to have
the new surveillance installed involves estimating three kinds of benefits and three kinds of costs. The benefits are

FAA Estimates
Benefits and Costs

efficiencies from reduced aircraft operating time,
savings to passengers from reduced travel time, and
enhanced safety to aircraft from fewer accidents on the airport surface
(passenger safety is not a quantifiable benefit in FAA'Smethodology).
The costs are
.
.

fixed preproduction costs to design, build, and test the first ASDE-3unit;
variable costs associated with increasing the number of units purchased,
such as procurement costs, common installation costs, and required
maintenance costs; and
. site-specific costs such as unique construction costs and whether certain
enhancements, like mosaicking, are needed.
After all costs for the program as a whole and for each potential airport
location have been estimated, FAA uses the ratio of discounted benefits
to discounted costs as a cost justification criterion: if the ratio is greater
than one-if benefits exceed costs-then
the airport qualifies as a candidate for ASDE-3installation.

ASDE-3 Benefits Are
Difficult to Quantify

as the savings accruing to airlines because aircraft will not have to wait
as long on the ground or in the air before taking off or landing during
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poor visibility, thus saving fuel. Based on our understanding of FAA’S
extensive data collection and analysis to measure aircraft operation
costs, we accepted without review or validation the estimated benefits
that accrue from reducing these costs. The value of other benefits, however, such as time savings to the passenger on board the aircraft and the
increased safety, are not as easily quantified.
FAA estimates the monetary benefits of ASDE-3 due to reduced passenger
travel time by first estimating time savings due to reduced flight delays.
These savings are then multiplied by an hourly value of time to produce
dollar savings. FAA calculates the time savings based on a queuing model
where flight delays vary among aircraft types, airports, and times of
day. These delays average less than 1 minute per take-off or landing
and, while this is a short period of time, when cumulated over the
number of passengers on a flight and the number of flights involved, the
FM-estimated savings are significant. The hourly value of time FAA used
in this process is derived by adjusting the 1967 median family income of
U.S. travelers for changes in earnings through 1986 and converting this
figure to hourly earnings of $23.18. According to FAA, the most recent
and accurate source of this family income data comes from the m
Census of Transportation.

Passenger Benefits Due to
Time Savings May Be
Overgtated

FAA uses this $23.18 value to represent an average hourly wage rate for
air passengers and applies it to all passengers, even those such as children who have no wage income, and all estimated time increments saved
because of the planned ASDE-3 installations, We found three flaws in this
methodology:
The data taken from the census noted above overestimate the hourly
wage earnings of individual passengers because (1) the data are from a
survey of air passengers asked to record their total family income, an
amount which would tend to exceed the income of the passenger
responding to the survey, and (2) these income data may not always
represent passengers’ hourly wages because they could include nonwage
and nonsalary income and earnings of the passenger responding to the
survey or from family members other than the passenger for whom the
time savings are being estimated.
. Applying the $23.18 wage rate to small time increments is a questionable practice. In particular, time delay reductions of 1 minute for 60
travelers may not be as valuable as saving 1 hour for a single traveler,
even though the total time saved for the 60 is the same as that for the 1.
This is because, to be valuable, time increments need to be significant

l
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enough for travelers to perceive that time savings have occurred and to
embark on a meaningful alternative activity. FAA’S practice of valuing
small time increments is based on its assumption that increments of less
than a minute are useful. OMB’S position, however, is that passenger time
savings should be based on time increments of at least 16 minutes.
Determining what constitutes a meaningful period of time is somewhat
arbitrary and likely depends on the frequency with which the time savings occur for each traveler and the degree to which ASDE-3and other
airport capital improvements complement each other in providing time
savings to passengers. Because we were skeptical of OMB’S position and
would anticipate that time increments shorter than 16 minutes could be
meaningful, we requested from FAA the distribution of passenger time
savings in their queuing model. FAA could not provide these data, thus
adding to our difficulty in assessing FM’S estimate of the value of passenger time benefits.
l

I

’

Using an hourly wage rate-even
when it is properly estimated and
applied to large time increments-as
a value of time saved by all air
travelers at all times is also a questionable practice. After reviewing the
relevant economics literature, we conclude that a distinction should be
made between valuing time saved in business versus nonbusiness travel.
For example, the former Civil Aeronautics Board found that passengers
are more willing to sacrifice time for lower fares in vacation markets
than in predominately business markets. While FM recognizes that a distinction could be made between business and nonbusiness travel, it nevertheless applies a full hourly wage rate to all travelers and states that
it does so because it believes that no clear alternative exists.
Even if passenger benefits due to time savings are not included, 23 of
FAA’s planned 30 airports would still qualify for ASDE-3 installation
based on FAA’S estimates of benefits from the other two sources of benefits. Table 4.1 shows these installations, their annual benefits, their initial costs, and the resulting benefit-cost ratio FM calculates.’ If
passenger benefits are completely excluded from the benefits column of
table 4.1,4 of FAA’S 27 qualifying airports would have ratios below 1.
Completely deducting passenger benefits from the analysis causes the
ratios for the first 17 installations as a group, the additional 13, and the
total installations to decline by about 60 percent. However, none of
‘These calculationsare not donefor 3 “special” sites of the planned30 sitesbecausethe specialsare
justified baaedon training needsat the FAA Academy and safety needsat Andrews Air ForceBasein
Maryland and at the Anchorage,Alaska, airport.
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these ratios falls below 1. Therefore, even without the contribution of
passenger benefits due to time savings, FAA’s benefit-cost analysis would
show the overall ASDE-3 program to be justified.
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Table 4.1: Planned ASDE-3 Sites,
Seneflts, and Costs
Annual
benefit

site
Boston
Los Anaeles
Newark
Chicago-ORD
Seattle
New York-JFK
San Francisco
Pittsburgh
Washinaton-DCA
Minneapolis/St.
Tampa
Baltimore

Paul

Houston-IAH
New Orleans
Denver
Kansas Citv
FAA Academy

Equipment
cost

3.89

2.06

2,725

9.11

438

1,416

2,725

3.98

1.97

2,478

2,875

6.63

3.52

383

2,575

1.13

5,289
1,198

2,725
2,425

14.87
3.75

1,526
889
1,187

2,538

4.58

2.29

2,259
2,409

2.96
3.73

563
609

2,559
2,409

1.68
1.92

1.63
1.97
1 .Ol

1,386
395

4,609
2,539

2.39
1.18

4.076

5.838

5.60

1.25
0.71
2.62

‘525

1.90

1.07

Special
26,476

Andrews

Soecial

2,425

Cleveland
Miami
Atlanta
Portland
Memphis
Philadelphia
New York-LGA

.-

Detroit
St. Louis

Additional 13 sites
Preproductlon cost
Total for 30 rites

0.70
-__~

6.67
1.95

1.14

Special
4.31

Special

Special
0.48

Special
0.48

133
3,346

2,059
6,138

4.38

2.10

601

2,575
2,559
2,725

1.78
2.85
5.92

1.00
1.59
3.12

956
2,105
471

Washington-Dulles

?1::

$2,575

First 17 sites
AFB

pa:z

$1.314
3,242

21059
3,138
48,982

Anchoraae
D&as-DFW

Benefit-cost
ratio without

Discounted
benetitcost ratio

2,825

1.28

0.81

363
751

1,925
2,709

1.40
2.12

748
1,154

2,388

2.37

0.88
1.22
1.39

2,559

3.44

1.74

1.359

2.559

1,775
13,762

2,559
36,005

4.05
5.28

2.09
2.63

2.63

22,500
$40,238

$107,487

2.91

Source: Appendix B of FAA’s March 1986 response to the OIG’s October 18, 1985, report and GAO’s
calculations of the benefit-cost ratios without passenger benefits.
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Although Future Benefi !ts
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I

For economic analysis purposes, FAA specifies the ASDE-3 life span as 16
years (1988-2002). During this period, the value of ASDE-3’s yearly benefits depends on airline traffic volume in each year for which benefits are
calculated. To more accurately estimate the effect traffic has on benefits, the OIG recommended that FAA estimate benefits for each year separately and then discount and sum the estimates to determine their total
present value. FAA agrees that such a method would be advantageous
but believes it would require major computer programming and system
modifications. As an alternative methodology, FM estimates a mid-point
(1996) benefit level based on air traffic volumes for that year, assigns
this undiscounted estimate to each of the 16 years, and then discounts
each of these identical benefit estimates to determine their total value in
the present. FAA defends its simpler approach by referring to the results
of a comparison it made between the two approaches: For the proposed
ASDE-3 installation
at the Cleveland airport, FAA calculated the benefits
using both approaches and found them to be nearly identical.
Notwithstanding
the results of FAA’s comparison, we believe that FAA
would benefit from having the generic ability-the
required data and
computer programming-to
make annual benefit estimates. Recent
advances in information management technology, such as capabilities to
transfer data from mainframe computers to microcomputers and financial software available for microcomputers, should enhance acquiring
this ability. Having it would also help FAA analyze other procurement
decisions where more precise analysis would enhance the estimates’
accuracy. Our review of the methodology FAA used in its approach comparison, however, did not disclose evidence that using more precise
yearly estimates would significantly increase or decrease FAA’S benefit
estimates2

I

Passdnger Safety Benefits
Are yet Valued

Although FAA includes an estimate for safety benefits in its analysis, the
estimate does not include the value of passenger safety. As estimated by
FAA, safety benefits represent nearly 36 percent of some airports’ total
benefits, but generally they are less than 20 percent of the total. FAA’S
methodology for determining safety benefits is to assume that the ASDE3 would avoid the loss of one-half of a typical airliner once every 16
years at an airport with Chicago-O’Hare’s traffic volume. However, FAA
provides little rationale to justify either the aircraft loss rate or this
%ur review did not include validating
comparison.
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methodology for determining safety benefits, In addition, this methodology actually produces an estimate of equipment savings rather than a
total safety benefit because the value of human life, either at risk or
forecast to be lost, is not included in the estimate. FAA recognizes this
indirectly when in its justification of ASDE-3it refers to the equipment’s
safety advantages in addition to its cost-benefits, meaning that FAA does
not fully incorporate safety into its estimates of the equipment’s
benefits.
Safety benefits are difficult to quantify accurately because safety data
suitable for analysis are scarce. We identified two sources of airport
runway safety-related data. The first is FAA where two data bases are
maintained, one for controller-related operational error reports and one
for pilot-related pilot deviation reports. However, in its May 1986 study
of 26 ground incidents, the National Transportation Safety Board noted
that FM currently does not have a common runway incursion data base
or an effective means to correlate the data in the individual data bases.
The study’s director cited his difficulty in attributing cause to either air
traffic controllers, pilots, or airport equipment when ground collisions
occur. The Board’s study cited no equipment deficiencies as causes of
accidents, Moreover, its recommendations for improvement did not mention installation of ASDE-3because, according to the study’s director, the
accidents covered in the study did not occur during conditions when
ASDE-3would have been helpful. The study stated that most accidents
occurred during periods of low traffic and good visibility.
The second data base is maintained by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration and contains reports of unsafe incidents submitted voluntarily by pilots, controllers, or others associated with the
air travel system. This data base was used as the basis for a September
1986 study done for FAA on the causes and effects of unsafe incidents on
runways. The study’s author said that it would not support rigorous statistical analysis because the reports are voluntary and, therefore, the
extent to which they reflect the entire universe of incidents is not
known.

Ektter Data Needed in the
Future

Effective October 16, 1986, FAA and DOTexercised an option in the ASDE-3
contract to procure ASDE-3sfor 13 additional airports at a cost of about
$27 million. Before making this decision, time did not permit FAA to correct the deficiencies we have noted in its passenger time savings and
safety benefits data without incurring a higher unit cost than stipulated
in the contract, Moreover, we reported in an earlier draft of this report
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provided to uur for comment that we did not believe it was in the best
interests of the government for FAAto delay exercising its option so that
it could improve its benefits data. However, we do believe that improved
benefit-cost data will be useful in the future. We are aware of other systems acquisitions in FAA'S National Airspace Plan, for example, Terminal
Doppler Weather Radar and Microwave Landing System, that would
benefit from better data on which to base more accurate benefit-cost
studies. FAA will undoubtably consider developing and installing other
systems in the future and it should be prepared to justify costs accurately before it commits itself to procuring a specific quantity of the
product.

FAA’F Methodology
Makes Proper Use of
costs

I

’

The source of most of the costs FAA uses in its benefit-cost analysis is the
negotiated, fixed price contract it has with the ASDE-3contractor,
Norden Systems, Inc. Because FAA chose the lowest bidder we are not
questioning the reasonableness of the values. We did, however, review
how FAA used these numbers to determine unit cost values for its anticipated ASDE3 installations.
Deciding which of the three kinds of cost-fixed, variable, or site-specific-to use in an analysis depends on the decision being made. For
example, to determine whether the total ASDE-3program is cost-justified,
all three kinds of cost should enter into the analysis. On the other hand,
to determine whether one additional ASDE-3should be procured or how
many airports qualify for ASDE3 installation after fixed costs have been
incurred, only costs that have yet to be incurred-variable and sitespecific costs- are relevant. The methodological distinction is that no
costs are incurred if no program is initiated, while the only costs avoided
by eliminating any one system are the variable and site-specific costs
associated with that system.
In its October 1986 report, however, the OIGused a different methodology. Instead of using the sum of variable and site-specific costs, the OIG
used average costs- defined as total costs for all airports under consideration divided by the number of airports-as a basis for its conclusions
regarding how many airports qualify for ASDE3 installation. But a unit’s
average cost exceeds the sum of a unit’s variable and site-specific costs
because it includes some portion of fixed costs, By including fixed costs
in calculations of benefit/cost ratios for individual AEDE-3installations,
the ratios calculated are smaller and fewer units will qualify as being
cost justified. Because we do not believe that average costs should be
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used for making decisions regarding whether to procure additional systems, we disagree with the OIG on this point. We agree, instead, with
FAA’S methodology, which excludes the contractor’s
preproduction costs
but includes the site-specific and variable unit costs.
As shown in table 4.1, FAA'Smethodology yields a ratio of 4.31 (total
discounted benefits are 4.31 times as much as total discounted costs) for
the initial 17 units. If no additional ASDE-3procurement had been
made-if
the September option had not been exercised-and
these 17
systems defined the total program, FAAwould include the preproduction
costs in the total cost figure and the recalculated benefit-cost ratio
would fall to about 3.0, which is still a cost-justified program. Further, if
in addressing some of the questions we have raised regarding FAA'S
generic methodology for determining benefits, FAA subsequently reduces
its estimate of MDE-3 passenger benefits, the benefit-cost ratio for the
initial program of 17 units would still remain above 1.

Conclusions

FAA's benefit-cost

study of the ASDE-3could have been made more accurate with better estimates of passenger time savings benefits and safety
benefits. Improvements in FAA'Smethodology for estimating passenger
time saving benefits are possible for three reasons: (1) the dollar value
used to estimate savings does not accurately represent the mix of travelers’ wage incomes found on a typical flight; (2) the time savings themselves are determined by aggregating small increments of time over
many passengers on many flights-a
practice that is somewhat arbitrary and is not supported by OMB;and (3) no distinction is made in the
value of time savings for business and nonbusiness travelers. FAA’Sestimate of safety benefits is not based on recent accident data, and it represents an equipment savings only because it does not include a
component for passenger safety. Because adequate data on which to
base more accurate estimates do not exist and would have been timeconsuming to collect and analyze, we believe that FAA used appropriate
managerial discretion in exercising its contract option for additional
ASDE-3systems based on its existing study.
We recognize that the accuracy of benefit-cost studies depends on the
assumptions and data used, and decision-makers need to use considerable judgment in applying the results of these studies. However, this
kind of analysis is an important management tool in making acquisition
decisions and needs to be based on the best possible data. Therefore, to
support future major system procurement decisions, we believe that
improvements to FAA's benefit-cost methodology are needed, especially
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lmpnxJ8e Rendlt EMmatam
Data Am Needed to Jumtify
Future Acqubition,

Show B&tar

in view of the sizable contribution passenger time and safety benefits
make to FAA‘Scost-justifications for these systems.
1

Recommendations

I
I

We recommend that the Secretary of Transportation direct the Administrator, FAA, to formulate an action plan for developing more accurate
and complete measures of passenger time savings and safety benefits,
including estimates of the time and cost required to accomplish this. The
action plan should (1) examine the methodology used to value passenger
time savings and (2) provide for obtaining better data to estimate the
value of passenger time savings and safety improvements.

1

Agericy Comments

In commenting on a draft of this report, DCYI’
said that FAA is in the process of improving its benefit-cost methodology to more accurately estimate the value of such elements as passenger time savings and safety
benefits. Further, DCXsaid that FAA will inform the appropriate congressional committees of its progress in developing a more comprehensive
benefit-cost analysis.
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ProfessionalBackground of Dr. Thom& S.
Amlie, Radar SystemsDesignConsultant
to GAO

-’

Dr. Amlie’s professional background includes lengthy periods of federal
service both in the Navy as an officer and a civilian and in FM. He is
currently retired from federal civil service but continues to work under
a personal services contract with the Department of Defense.
After receiving a Ph.D. in electrical engineering from the University of
Wisconsin in 1962, Dr. Amlie began a series of increasingly more responsible positions with the US. Naval Weapons Center at China Lake, California. From Project Director to Branch Head, Division Head, and
ultimately Technical Director of the Weapons Center, Dr. Amlie was
responsible for such activities as
computer simulation of the SIDEWINDER missile;
missile flight data analysis and redesign;
directing the efforts of the prime production contractor;
developing a radar-guided, air-to-air missile, including inventing the missile’s proximity fuse;
technical program direction of the Navy’s largest research and development laboratory involving the management of 4,600 employees; and
managing the weapon center’s independent exploratory development
program and reviewing industrial research and development efforts.
Dr. Amlie joined FAA in 1970 as a senior electronics engineer, and for the
next decade he studied and analyzed new air traffic control concepts. He
also directed contractors that were performing similar studies, designed
experimental equipment, and supervised construction and testing of
equipment at FAA’s laboratories.
Dr. Amlie has many published articles, several of which are on classified
guided missile design concepts. He also holds four patents and has lectured at the college level on circuit and electromagnetic theory.
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Appendix

II

Comments From the Department
of Transportation
Note, GAO comments
supplementrng
those in the
report text appear at the
end of this appendix.

400 Seventh
Washqlon.

Mr.

J.

Dexter

St., SW
DC
20590

Peach

Director
Reeources,

Community and Economic
Development
Division
U.S. General Accounting
Office
Washington,
D.C.
20548
Dear

Mr.

Peach:

Enclosed
are two copies
of the Department
of Transportation's
comments concerning
the U.S. General Accounting
office
draft
FAA's Procurement
report
entitled,
MAirport
Radar Acquisition:
of Airport
Surface
Detection
Equipment."
Thank you for the
have any questions
on 366-5145.

opportunity
concerning

to review
our reply,

this
report.
please
call

If
Bill

you
wood

Sincerely,

Jon

H. Seymour

Enclosures
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Commenta From the Department
of Transportation

.

IXPAP'IMENI'OF 'IWMPCRTATION REPLY
In
GAO DR?FT R!ZRXT oii%EMBER
16, 1986,
ENFITLEJI
"AIRPoRTFt.4MR ?cQuIs1TIoN:
FAA'SPR-W
AIRPORTSURFACE
DllTKTION
IQIPMEW'

The &meral &counting Office (GAD) review was performed at the request of
The GM report states that the Federal Aviation
Congressnban Albert Eusbmnte.
Mninistration
(FAA) plans tc purchase new Airport Surface Detection Quipnt
(AIDE-3) at an acquisition
cost of $107 million.
Part of the planned
procurement, 17 systems, is under contract with an additional
13 systems to be
procured through exercise of an cption tiich expires on Septezber 30, 1986.
The MDE-3, GA0 reports, will allm air traffic
controllers
to sore safely and
efficiently
ccntrol aircraft
and other vehicles on the ground at 30 major
airports.
It will penetrate heavy rain and dense fog to provide ccntrollers
a
real-time display of all airport surface rmvemant. Because controllers
need
this assistance at rrtxe airports amd the new ASDE-3 specification
contained a
rmbx of inprovments not contained in the old ASDE-2 or in an engineering
were raised.
These included a concern that
mdel of the PSDE-3, sane concerns
the specification
was technically
beyord the state-of-the-art,
thereby posing
severe production schedule and performance risks.
Also, extensive develqment
czmldbe entailedduring
production because the new enhancements had not keen
tested properly or studied for cost effectiveness.
of ccncerns abutdevelqznentrisk,
GW ws requested by
CongressmanBustamante tmassess the:
(1) adequacy of FAA's support for its
ASDE-3 operational reguiremmts and technical specifications;
(2) potential
production schedule and perfonmnce risks inherent in the ASDE-3 specification;
and (3) &xur&cy of FAA's AIDE-3 benefit-St
study regarding planned
quantities
and locations for the new squipnent.

Because

GAD believes that the PSDE-3 operational requirements and specification
were
basedon FAA'smission
need as requiredby Office of ManagemzntandBudget
(CMB)
Circular A-109. This includes three enhancements which were questioned by a
protesting offeror.
GAD also believes that the mated
specification
for the
BDE-3 represented a technically
realistic
approach, was within industry
state-f-the-art,
and poses production schedule and performme
risks which are
reasonable and manageable.
GW, bwever, questions certain aspects of the methodology underlying FAA's
benefit-ccst
justification
for the 30 ASDE’s.
GACIrecognizes that adequate
data do not exist on which tc base an inproved analysis and that cbtaining such
Qtamuldbetimxxmsuming.
Although inprovemsnt to FAA's generic
benefit-axta&hodology
is inportant, GRobes not believe that the best
interests of the Government
wxld
be served by FAA's inproving its msthadology
before exercising its September 30 contract option.
GAD believes that using
W's position on valuing time (15 minute increments or mre), four fewer
installations
muld qualify as being cost beneficial.
GAGbelieves, however,
that FAA'S mthodolcgy tit-states
the value of safety benefits because it does
mttakeintc
account benefits of enhamed passenger safety.
It further
believea that a rare accurate
estimating of safety benefits could cause mre
airports to qualify for PSDE's.
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2
GAD reKmmende
that the Secretary
of !lTansportation:
(1) formlate
an action
plan for obtaining
mre mate
aml ccnplete
data cn passenger
tim
savings
snd safety
benefits,
incltiing
estimates
of the time and coet required; and
(2) inform
the appropriate
Cmgressional
amnittees
of this plan and when the
CXngrem
can expect
future
FAA systen
wquisitions
to be justified
by mxe
aqmhanaive
bemfit-oxt
analyses.
ZiZ
develope
qainst
available
an *roved
schedule
with ths

ecumwds
that the Mministrator
of FAA direct
the BE-3
prcgrm
: r(1) ensure that within
a fix0J
period
of time the oontractor
an effective
and usable
system for tracking
ths amtract
schedule
planned
milestones
eo that accurate
schedule
information
can be n&e
as a basis for nvrking prcgrm
decisions;
ard (2) use the results
of
tracking
system discussed
above to identify
performance
aNor
areas requiring
additional
mmqemnt
control
and d&ermine
tzgether
amtractor
how best to address
these areas.

concurs
with the GAD firrlings
Md
The Department
recamwdations.
!lhe report
presents
an excellent
a vastly
inprovad
ASDE systen--are
needed to me
of aircraft
grcxllrl traffic
at aw busiest
airports
visibility.

agrees with ths
essentially
acccunt
of FAA’s search for
safe and efficient
mvemnt
during
periods
of poor

As the GM3 report
notes,
the current
ISDE-2’s
are ineffective
during
kavy
rain,
fog, and anow.
lRey also are affected
by grrxlnd clutter
identify
individual
aircraft,
its size,
or distinguish
aircraft
fran
kirrls of vehicles.
Also the age of the FSDE-2’s makee then expensive
and maintain.
Ihe new PSDE-3 ’ s will
remedy these prcbl&
and provide
ctnhamd
inprovmznts
as wall.
WsarepleasedtomtefzhattheGRDhasmt
tsken exception
to the etbunmmts
inclu3md
in the ISDE-3 I s and has
than to be within
the state-af-the-art
and maningful.

periods
of
and cannot
other
to operate
further
found

We cannot stress
too strongly
the safety
aspects
of this equipment.
Traffic
at
mjor
airports
has increased
over the years Md will
continue
to increase
into
the foreseeable
future.
l’his has brcught
ahmt
a W
to mve aircraft
during
pariode
of pax visibility
at busy airports
with the saw safety
and efficiency
as that being achieved
during
perk&
of unrestricted
visibility.
Without
an
inprovea
PSDE, aircraft
nrnments
into am3 cut of the affected
airport
weld
ti
to be slared
to maintain
the safety
on ths airport
surface.
This slmdwn
has
a ripple
effect
by affecting
flight
schedules
at originating
ard terminating
airports
ad airporta
in between.
It is for these reasons
thatueare
gratified
that the GM report
supports
the FAA position.
AWE is an effective
tool for minimizing
runmy
incursions
and p&entially
dangercue
situations
during
reduced
visibility
conditions.
An PSDE that was
plac%a in Anchorage,
Alaska--the
forerunner
of the XSDE-3-prevented
a
potential
accident
between a Boeing 727 and a Ys-ll
aircraft
within
90 days of
installation.
l%e two aircraft,
operating
fran different
nways
hut with
intersecting
flight
paths,
had started
their
departure
roll
at the sznmz time.
This tumanerror
was picked
up franthe
JSDEand
theYS-llhms
ordered
toabort
its takeoff.
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3
G%O cites
ths need for *roved
benefit-coat
refinements
to inclUae
passenger
tin3 savings
and safety
benefits.
It believes
that ths FAA should proceed
to
exercise
the contract
option
available
for 13 additional
systxms prior
to its
expiration
on septenaer
30.
Ws agree and the FAA plans to exercise
the cption
since there is a considerable
time and cost savings
over reprocurement.
With
See Comment

1

respect

to ths GM recannerdations,

the

follcwing

actions

will

he taken:

a.
At ths Degmrtnwt’s
request,
the FAA is in the process
of determining
Fnpravanenta
in its benefit-St
nWhodology
in order to accurately
estimate
the value of such elements
as passenger
time savings
and safety
benefits.
Inclded
in this study are:
(1) a review of current
statedf-the-art
techniques
as covered by professional
literature
with an evaluation
of possible
application
to aviation;
(2) discussions
with other Govermnt
agencies,
educational
institutions,
and the private
sector:
and (3) application
of
cxment
microeconanic
analysis
techniques.
Rvther,
it is critical
to recognize
that the application
of the benefit-cost
mttm&logy
will
vary due to the unique
factors
which affect
different
mdes of
travel.
Aircraft
accidents
are a rare event and unique statistical,
ecomnic,
This is quite
different
fran ties
and prcbability
theory
apply to this area.
of travel
where large twnbers
of accidents
can be evaluaM.
For exarrple,
benefit-at
sttiiea
of auto accidents
my be able to use certain
techniques
because of the volume of available
data which are not available
in the aviation
The camrercial
air passenger
system in the United
States
is
sector.
characterized
by the extensive
use of hubbing
netm3rks
and interline
connections.
Therefore,
ths value of time used in aviation
analysis
mst
reflect
the potential
cascading
effects
of a single
delay at one point
in the
netirk.
Ths FM will
inform
the appropriate
Congressional
cannittees
developing
a mre carprehensive
benefit-cost
analysis.

See domment

1.
I

of

its

progress

in

b.
The FAA has required
the contractor,
Norden System,
Imxporated,
to
develop
and provide
an effective
and usable
system for tracking
contract
schedule
against
planned
milestones
so that accurate
schedule
information
on
In this
regard,
on May 30 the FAA Contracting
progress
can bs made available.
Officer
advised
t&x&n
that the autanated
schedule
tracking
system,
Management
and Program Planning
System, contained
various
deficiencies
that needed
iqmvemnt.
Ths anpany
responded
by develcqnent
of a Master Program
ad schedule
areas.
Diagram that will
identify
performance
Diagram was used jointly
by FM and Norden to isolate
and
On Septenaer
18, the contractor
formally
problem
areas.
Netmxk
that depicts
schedule
delays
and the rglcmne r&d
the critical
date of first
system delivery
in March 1988.
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Cmnmenb From the Department
of Tr8nqwrt&ion

The following are GAO’S comments on D&S letter of October 16,1986.

GAO Comments

1. The additional information DUFprovides does not require a change to
the report’s factual substance; however, under “Agency Comments” at
the end of chapters 3 and 4, we have summarized the actions FAA and
Norden Systems are taking or plan to take in response to our
recommendations.
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Comments From the Federal
Aviation Administration
Note GAO comments
supplementing
those In the
report text appear at the
end of this appendix

Memorandum

Q

u.sDt3portmenl
dllurlqmkltlul
Fodudhlatbl
Adnwstmnon

From Manager, Financial

Program

Staff,

SEP 24 1986

Ilate

subecl GAD Draft Report cm FAA's Procurement
of Airport Surface Detection Bquipnent

Reply
Atln

~~4-60

10
01

Pettinato:267-8946

10 Mr. Charles Cotton
Group Director
General Accounting Office
Attn:

Eric Marts

follcwing ctxmxmts are being furnished for your consideration
in finalizing
Incidentally,
we want to ccqliment
Eric Marts on the
the subject report.
depth of his review and the soundness of his wnclusions.
Needless to say, the
DIG is not in agreement.
The

See comment

1

1. Page 1, bcttan paragraph,
follows:

revise

15th and 16th lines

"first
unit testing to be carpleted by March 1988.
contains an option for up to 25 mre units at"...
See homment

1

2.

Page 4, paragraph 4, revise

last

five

lines

to read as
The contract

to read as follcws:

"officials
that the contractor experienced a slow start up and
incurred sane delays in meeting internal contractor scheduled
events.
This occurred as the contractor transitioned
away fran
the mnually generated master program plan to an autamttd
plan.
In actuality,
he has not missed a contractual date".
See tomment

1

3. Page 27, 3rd paragraph,
the follcwing:
"to the field

See tomment

1

test

3rd line,

delete

"unit

to FAA" and substitute

site".

4. Pege 28, 2rd line, delete
site*."
- and z&3 a footnote

"to FAA" and substitute
as follcm:

"to the field

test

"*It should be noted that the critical
date is the ccqletion
of
field testing which by contract is March 1988. FAA engineers are
mrking with the contractor to restructure the test activity
to
utilize
auiltiple units in parallel
factory tests (includes
Republic Airport activity
which is located close in to the
amtractor
plant) and field tests.
By using this approach, the
program office expects ELI mintain
the March 1988 field test
ampletion date."
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2
See comment

2.

5. Clangether
ecammdation
to the Secretary
of Transportation
cm pages 4
and 43, to the Mninistrator,
FAA. l%s responsibility
for fomulatiq
the
action
plan and informing
the appropriate
Congressional
amnittees
wxld
be
better
.servtsi by the PAA Mminstrator
rather
than with the Secretary.

Willian

D. charrdler
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Addnbtmtion

The following are GAO’Scomments on FAA’s memorandum
September 24, 1986.

GAO Comments

1. Clarifications

of

have been made in the text of the report.

2. Cur policy is to address our recommendations to the highest official in
the agency concerned in order to facilitate toplevel consideration. To
focus attention on primary responsibilities, we also identify the official
who should carry out the action.
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Commenti From Norden Systems, Inc.

Note GAO comments
supplementing
those In the
report text appear at the
end of this appendix.

Nor&n

Symtmnr,

Inc.

ISMann4mad
Mahw.NwYuk.11747
51-

26 September

1986

Unfted
States
General
Accounting
Resources,
Cotmnunity
and Economic
Development
Olviston
Washington.
D.C.
20548
Attention:

Office

Mr. Kenneth
M. Mead
Associate
Director

Gentlemen:
Norden
Systems,
Inc.
has
Airport
Radar AC uisition:
Iqufpynt.
Whll:!
Norden
to ta e this
opportunity

See comment

1.

See comment

2.

See comqent

3.

See comrjent

1,

See comjent

4.

On page 7, in the introduction
to Chapter
1, the option
referred
to in the
next to last
sentence
is for 13 additional
sites,
not 13 additional
units.
The $lD7M potential
includes
a total
of 42 systems
and numerous
related
items,
rather
than the 30 systems
stated
in the report.
On page
implies
changed

1,

17, wording
that
Cardion
to "Cardlon

such as "Cardion
Is an authority.
asserted
in Its

also
stressed"
We respectfully
protest..."

and

"Cardjon
suggest

stated...
that
this

be

On page 19, the first
paragraph
should
be corrected
to state
that
the 1984
specjfication
requlres
transmission
agility
over any 0.5 GHz segment
within
the 2GHz band for 15.7-17.7
GHz.

I

See corndent

reviewed
the draft
of the proposed
report
entltled
FAA's Procurement
of Air ort Surface
Detection
agrees
In general
with you:
flndings.
we would
Tike
to suggest
clarifications
In a few areas.

With regard
to the conclusion
of Chapter
3 presented
implemented
a new scheduling
system and provided
an
Plan to the FAA.
Norden
believes
that
the FM has
effective
for tracking
program
progress
against
key
identification
of performance
and/or
schedule
areas
management
attention.

on page 33, Norden
has
updated
Program
Master
found
the new system
milestones,
and for
that
requlre
additional

.

Norden would
also
like
to note that,
while
the September
1987 delivery
to the
the key date
is the March 31, 1988 completion
FAA is an important
milestone,
of the testing
program
which would
allow
the FAA to complete
the ASDE
certification
process
on schedule.
Norden
appreciates
and wlll
remain

the
available

opportunity
if any

to provide
comments on your
further
Information
is desired.

proposed

report

DMN/jk
DHNIV-4
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The following are GAO’S comments on Norden’s letter dated
September 26,1986.

GAO Comments

1. Clarifications

have been made to the text of the report.

2. According to FAAdocuments, the $107 million covers the cost of 30
ASDE-3systems, associated engineering and regional support, additional
hardware,

and 3 dual sensor add-ons.

3. Appropriate

changes in tone have been made in the text of the report.

4. Norden’s actions have been explained under “Agency Comments”
the end of chapter 4.
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Z&entS

From Cardion liktronics

Note: GAO comments
supplementing
those in the
report text appear at the
end of this appendix.

LAW OFFICES

McCAMISH,INGRAM,MARTIN,BROWNt MCCULLOUGH
APR0m8810NAL
CORPORA*lON

October

Mr. J. Dexter Peach
Assistant
Comptroller
General
United
States
General Accounting
Washington,
D.C.
20548
Dear Mr.

I

1986

Office

Peach:

Attached
Electronics)
Acquisition:
Equipment.
,

16,

are the comments of ISC Cardion
(formerly
Cardion
to GAO's draft
audit
report
entitled
Airport
Radar
FAA's Procurement
of Airport
Surface
Detection

Our comments are intended
to point
out some of the areas
where the draft
report
agrees with Cardion's
position.
Our
silence
on other matters
should not be taken as agreement
with
the auditor's
conclusions.
Cardion
has discussed
these issues
extensively
in the context
of the protest
now pending before
GAO's Office
of General
Counsel.
We very much appreciate
the opportunity
to make these
comment 8.
Cardion
has followed
the ASDE program for many years
and recently
has installed
modern ASDE's in Canada and
Switzerland.
We have every intention
of remaining
a viable
source in this market and will
continue
to follow
FAA's program
with great
interest.
Cordiallv.

Rllzzc@=
. Smith

RAS:jmj
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ELECTRONICS

COMMENTS ON GAO DRAFT REPORT
Introduction
Although
the GAO report
rules
against
Cardion,
it is interesting
that they seem to agree with Cardion
on the risks
involsummarizing
Cardion's
position
that the comved, accurately
bination
of features
required
in the FAA specification
"were not
technically
feasible
to produce within
the schedule
called
for in
the ASDE solicitation"
(Cardion's
position
as quoted
in the middle of page 171.
Indeed,
they express
concern that the schedule
and that some specification
requirements
may not
is in jeopardy,
be met.
The comments presented
below discuss
this
in more
detail;
they are grouped as follows:
Risk
Frequency
Range and Power
Display
Processing
System
RMM
Miscellaneous
Risk
Se6 comment

1

As a technically
oriented
company, Cardion
is well aware
if enough time
that many challenging
tasks can be accomplished
and money i3 available.
While most of the contested
features
have been demonstrated
somewhere,
and thus qualify
as state-ofthe-art,
combinations
of these features
can result
in a formidible design
task.
As we have noted in prior
submissions,
we
regard the combinations
of the specified
Display
Processing
System with RMS and its associated
on-line
diagnostic
capabilities
as such a task.
It appears
that the GAO shares this
concern with regard to both performance
and schedule:
P23:

P24:

DPS and RM "still
pose major risks
because
software
programming
uncertainties".
(middle
- schedule
risk
due to staffing
problem)

of
of

"However,
in two of these subassemblies--the
display
processor
and remote maintenance--major
risks
still
remain."
(under section
entitled
"Major
Performance
risks
bear watching".)

1
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CARDION

,

Norden's
expectations,
we believe
Under RM - "Despite
there continues
to be a risk that the RMS will
not
operate
as required".
(bottom
of page).
"Our consultant
believes
that the risk of the display
processor's
not meeting
the specification
is increased
because of the complex programming
that needs to be
written..
.because the software
is incomplete
and
testing
will
not begin for some time, we cannot
determine
now whether
Norden will
successfully
meet
(second paragraph).
this
challenge"

P28:

"Norden is falling
increasingly
behind its schedule
design of these units"
(referring
to RMS and
display
system - 11 lines
from bottom of page).
for

See comment

1

See commdnt

2.

I

P25 :

The contract
schedule
calls
for delivery
in September
1987
of the first
system to an airport
for evaluation
for 6 months of
evaluation.
Before
this
delivery
can occur,
much testing
is
required
at Norden's
plant.
GAO notes that this
is currently
supposed to start
in April
1987 (p. 27 "Schedule
delays
exist
and more are likely"),
but that is probably
optimistic
since the
testing
period
"is almost
over-programmed
with tasks and,
according
to the engineer
in charge,
cannot absorb additional
delays"
(p. 28 - Testing
program is behind schedule
- eighth
In addition,
Norden has to build
and debug the first
line).
equipment
before
the start
of testing
in April
1987 (five
months
from now).
Since they are still
designing
the equipment,
this
date is definitely
in jeopardy.
’

The second system is due at the date of completion
of site
evaluation,
with subsequent
systems following
close behind it.
In order to meet this
delivery
date,
these systems must be committed
to production
while
the first
system is still
in test;
any
changes resulting
from
test and evaluation
will
result
in schedule delay
(we pointed
this
out in the "question
phase" of the
RFP:
74; the reply was
Cardion
Question
46 - FAA Question/Answer
that the Contractor
is responsible
for any resulting
costs).
Cardion
can attest
to the fact that this
is a severe financial
The
risk,
since we have encountered
this on prior
FAA programs.
GAO quotes
their
expert
consultant
and notes that the technical
and schedule
risks
involved
are "within
customary
industry
limits
for this
type of system as it goes into production."
(p. 16 - 11
lines
from bottom).
GAO notes that FAA regards
its decision
to
proceed directly
with procurement
and production
without
prior
technical
risk"
(p. 21
development
and test as "an insignificant
- Conclusions
- 4 lines
from bottom).
Cardion would not agree

2
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with this,
based on our experience
with the ASDE-3 and FAA programs in general.
Earlier
this
year, Norden announced major losThe normal debugging
cycle of a
ses on two radar programs.
system as complex as the FAA ASDE-3 will
lead to late delivery
by
incurred.
It is not likely
that
Norden, with much extra costs
Norden will
be willing
to absorb further
major losses;
requests
for relief
in area of performance
and additional
funding
is to be
The price
of future
equipment
and services
purchased
expected.
from Norden will
certainly
reflect
this.
Frequency
Seecomment

Ranqe and Power

GAO notes that Norden is purchasing
a TWT which
covers the
entire
15.7-17.7
GHz range (p. 26, 27) a range Cardion
considered
difficult
and unnecessary.
This was done by reducing
the transmitter
power to 3 kW, a level
Cardion
considers
as too low to
meet the FAA specification.
It appears that the lower transmitter
power is being justified
by the use of low loss waveguide
for the 100 ft run required
by the specification
(FAA-E-2725a,
in a control
tower,
a considerable
length
of
3.5.3).
However,
standard
waveguide
will
be needed, due to the necessity
for many
bends (low loss waveguide
must be run straight-no
bends).
Other
factors
working
against
the use of lower transmitter
power are:
1.

Coverage requirement
to 24000 ft.
Although
this
requirement
is somewhat vague (3.3.2.1
of FAA-E-2725al
and was not much clarified
by the FAA reply
to our
question
(Cardion
Question
16, FAA Question/Reply
127,
also
cited
in P 2, 3 of Exhibit
C of our 14 June 1985
protest
letter),
it appears that this
requirement
is
meant to cover the gap in covereage
between the terminal radar and the ASDE, and also to permit
independent
operation
of parallel
runways spaced less than 4000 ft
apart.
As such, coverage
in rain is required,
leading
to a need to make up the losses
thru4the
additional
rainfall
and the additional
range (R 1.

2.

Coverage

is

required
to 200 ft altitude
(3.3.2.4
of
Although
this
tends to conflict
with the
specified
elevation
coverage
(3.3.2.3
of FAA-E-2725a),
FAA declined
to change either
requirement
(Cardion
Question
17, FAA Question/Reply
1281.
The extra elevation coverage
indicated
by this
requirement
reduces
the
antenna gain.
If it is desired
to monitor
aircraft
on
approach
(possible
intent
of 24,000 ft requirement,
as
be further
noted above in 1.1, the antenna gain will
reduced.
FAA-E-2725a).

3
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Cardion

Electn~nica

CARDION

3.

ELECTRONICS

Reduced antenna
requirement.

gain

necessary

to meet

improved

side-

lobe

Another
problem
resulting
from the 2 GHz frequency
coverage
is indirectly
mentioned
by the GAO; this
is
the effect
on antenna
requirements
which must now be
met over a four times greater
frequency
range than the
engineering
model.
Parameters
particularly
affected
are
sidelobes
and ICR.
A wideband
feed will
be necesrequiresary , and it must meet the same polarization
ments (ICR) as the original
feed.
Sidelobes
can be
reduced by illuminating
less of the reflector
(reducing
antenna gain,
increasing
azimuth
beanwidth,
which
impairs
azimuth
resolution
somewhat).
Norden is also
modifying
the radome to cover the wider frequency
range, using a “CM type sandwich with considerably
higher
weight
and cost (and increased
loss,
reducing
antenna gain somewhat.)
These items were questioned
by
Cardion
in Questions
23, 25, 26 (FAA Question/Reply
117, 119, 120).
The changes being made in the Antenna/
Rotodome and Pedestal
are increasing
roof weight
to
well over the 3300 pounds specified
in FAA-E-2725a
(3.5.1).
With regard to Cardion's
contention
range is not necessary
we note the

that the
following:

extra

frequency

See comment

4.

1.

FAA claims
that frequency
agility
is more effective
over the 2 GHz range (p. 19 of GAO, second paragraph).
We are not aware of any data
supporting
this
claim.

See commbnt

1. (

2.

In the paragraph
on p. 19 following
the one cited
in 1.
above,
the possibility
of interference
in the
16.3 - 17.7
GHz range is noted.
However, this
is the
increased
frequency
range requested
in the specification;
there seems to be little
need to require
added
bandwidth
if it will
cause inteference
due to operation
in the added bandwidth.

See comnjent

1

3.

It appears that all of the s ites will
15.7 - 16.2 GHz range of the prototype

use the
system.

4
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Display
See comment

4.
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System

The concern of the GAO on the schedule
and performance
risk
has been noted above.
A clarification
of our position
as stated
by GAO would be useful.
On p. 17 (under Enhanced processing
and
display
features),
GAO says that “Cardion
stated
that these
requirements
were beyond the current
state-of-the-art”.
While all
agree that no ASDE radar has the split
screen and mosaicked
displays required,
Cardion
does not think
that they cannot be
achieved
(our proposal
included
a technique
to achieve
it).
Cardion’s
position
is that the processing
speeds involved
(both
makes
this
a difficult
design task;
however,
input and output)
when combined with the diagnostic
requirements
of RMS, it becomes
a much more difficult
task, which is not going to be achieved
in
the time available.
I of our 14 June
This was noted in Exhibit
1985 protest
letter.
The GAO report
seems to agree with our
evaluation.
RMM

See comment

5.

It was noted earlier
that GAO is concerned
about schedule
and performance
risks
in the Remote Maintenance
area.
There has
been considerable
confusion
regarding
the meaning of the specification
regarding
diagnostic
capability.
The GAO expert
is quoted
(p. 20 - fourth
paragraph)
as saying
the Specification
is “ty,piand pell
understood
in the industry.”
cal
The history
of this
program ‘shows changes in the FAA’s interpretation
of the requireby GAO on page 20 seems to indiment: in fact,
the summary cited
cate the original
FAA interpretation
rather
than the one subseThis is
quently
given or the one being used by other contractors.
discussed
in our protest
letter
of 14 June 1985 (p. 7, 8) and in
Exhibit
J (p. 2-61 attached
to that letter.
As noted in Exhibit
J, the first
FAA interpretation
was given at Lincoln
Laboratory
on 27 June 1984, and meant that the diagnostic
had to identify
the single
defective
module in the systemi
this module would then
be brought
to the site and installed
to restore
normal operation.
For
85% of all
failures,
the diagnostic
software
and hardware
must identify
the bad module with
90% accuracy
(as stated
in GAO
p. 20).
This is to be done remotely , without
the help of a maintenance technician
at the site.
We suggested
a modification
to
the accuracy
requirement,
citing
an Air Force requirement
for
VORTAC (to a single
module 30% , within
two modules for SO%, within three modules for 709, and within
six module for 100% of all
failures
1. This had been formally
submitted
before
the meeting
in our comments on the specification.
This suggestion
was
clearly
and emphatically
rejected.
Cardion
regards
this
interpretation
of the specification
as being
very difficult
to meet
for the Display
Processing
System,
particularly
for a fixed
cost
q

5
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(With sufficient
design iterations
and
schedule
program.
it can probably
be achieved,
but it
failure
experience/analysis,
is in the realm of a development
effort,
not a production
J (p. 5), this
interpretation
program) . As noted in the Exhibit
and associated
risks
strongly
influenced
our perception
of the
We posed this question
again when the RFP was reieased,
program.
asking:
and

Is “circuit
generically,

board and/or
module level.
..I’ meant
or does it mean to a single
(one) module?

(Cardion
The reply

Question

was that

it

64,

FAA Question/Reply

was

“meant

This answer was received
in the
2, and calne too late
to help Cardion,
due 25 March, 1985.
See commdnt

5

164)

generically”.
January
30, 1985 Amendment
as the proposal
was then

In the documents
received
as a result
of the protest,
it
was apparent
that the other bidders
had a very relaxed
interpretation
of this
requirement;
one bidder
indicated
that diagnosis
would be “at least
to the subsystem
or cabinet
level”
(cited
on
p. 8 of our 14 June 1985 protest
letter).
Carried
to the extreme,
“circuit
board and/or
module level”
would mean a determination
that there was a bad module somewhere in the ASDE system, which
might contain
over 100 modules.
This capability
would be of
little
value,
and certainly
differs
from the GAO interpretation
on p. 20.
It appears that some other FAA contractors
regard this
requirement
as meaning the identification
of the chassis
which
contained
the failed
module.
Since this would then require
bringing
to the site
all
module types used in that chassis,
it
more
modules than suggested
by Cardion
in
could easily
involve
June 1984, but rejected
by the FAA at that time.
Cardion
does not
know Norden’s
interpretation
of this
requirement.
Miscellaneous
This

See comnlent

4.

1.

section

has miscellaneous

comments

on the GAO report.

On the bottom of p. 24, reference
is made to a requirement for radar data to “be displayed
on the controllers
screen in no more than one and one-quarter
seconds.”
Since 3.3.1.2
of FAA-5-2725a
requires
this
time to be
“one-quarter
second”
(p. 15, seven lines
up from
bottom),
we assume that this
is only a typographical
error
in the GAO report,
rather
than a relaxation
of
the specification.
6
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2.

On the top of p. 9, the rejection
of Cardion's
proposal
did not resubmit
is noted, with the comment "Cardion
its proposal.n
This implies
that Cardion
chose not to
which is not the case.
In the rejection
letresubmit,
ter of 10 May 1985 from Mr. James F. Igoe, Contracting
Officer,
it is stated
"Revisions
to your proposal
will
not be considered."

She comment

1.

3.

On p. 15, above the center
of page, reference
is made
to deficiencies
in the displays:
"improvements
needed
in the clarity
and intensity
of the screen display."
The displays
referred
to were part of the Nu BRITE
Analog Scan Converter
(ASC) furnished
as GFE by the
Government.
Cardion's
position
at the original
proposal
and thereafter
was that a Digital
Scan
Converter
(DSC) would give superior
performance.
Howdeeming the ASC to
ever, many in the FAA did not agree,
be adequate
(it was, however,
a major improvement
over
prior
ASDE tower displays).
Cardion
invested
a considerable
amount of its own funds in a DSC brassboard
which was demonstrated
to FAA personnel
on several
occasions;
eventually
FAA agreed that the DSC was
superior
to the ASC, and it was included
in the 1984
version
of the specification.

She comment

6.

4.

On p. 18, there is a comment (last
sentence)
that
"Operational
tests
on the ASDE-3 model had revealed
that display
clutter
from medium to heavy rainfall
was
still
a problem."
We know of no basis
for this
statement.
The report
on performance
in rain
(FAA-RD-81-41,
"Detection
Performance
Evaluation
of the
ASDE-3 using Fixed Frequency
and Frequency-Agile
Operation")
states
on page 2 that the specified
rainfall
performance
in 16 mm/hr of rainfall
was met, and
that good performance
might be achieved
up to rate of
50 mm/hr.
(We think
the latter
is too optimistic).
The
specified
rainfall
rates in FAA-S-2725a
is 16mm/hr.

She comment

4.

5.

On p. 17, eight
lines
from bottom,
GAO says "Splitscreening
and mosaicking
are display
capabilities
designed
to take
advantage
of the presence
of two
radars".
We assume this
is a grammatical
error
rather
than d relaxation
of the specification,
since splitscreen is clearly
required
in the specification
for all
sites,
including
sites
with only one radar.

DR/MlS
7
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The following
1986.

3AO Comments

JSlectronl~

are GAO'S comments on Cardion’s letter of October 16,

1. This is one of several of Cardion’s comments that are either explanatory in nature, amplify on its prior position, or do not address issues
directly discussed in the text of our report. Therefore, while we do not
believe that this additional information requires a change to the text of
the report, we have provided Cardion’s comments in their entirety to
our Office of General Counsel for its use in reconsidering Cardion’s bid
protest.
2. Cardion raises the issue of the financial risk facing Norden Systems if
it cannot meet ASDEQ scheduled delivery dates. Cardion suggests that
Norden would not be willing to absorb the losses that might accompany
extended schedules resulting from design changes based on the results
of system test and evaluation. Cardion further suggests that Norden
would, therefore, seek relief in either the performance or funding area.
Cardion believes that this risk is higher than we or FAA estimate it to be.
Although the scope of our work did not include assessing Norden’s
financial resources or its willingness to absorb losses, we believe that we
have adequately discussed in chapter 3 the source and nature of both
the performance and the schedule risks Norden is facing. Therefore, we
do not believe that the additional information provided by Cardion
requires a change to the text of our report.
3. In documents supporting its bid protest, Cardion has consistently
claimed that the ASDE-3 specification requirement for a transmitting
capability over a 16.7-17.7 GHZ range is difficult and unnecessary. In
commenting on statements in our draft report that Norden seems to be
successfully achieving this capability at a reasonable price, Cardion now
asserts that it is being done at the expense of adequate transmitter
power and postulates several risks to meeting the specification because
of using a low-power (3 kilowatt) transmitter. Our review, however, of
(1) the specification and Norden’s response to it, (2) FAA'S management
of the solicitation and monitoring of the production contract, and (3)
Norclen’s progress through September 1986 in designing the ASDE-3 did
not identify low power as a significant performance risk. Moreover,
based on our review, we believe that, to the extent any risks exist,
Norden and FAA should be able to manage them successfully and thereby
meet the specification. Finally, the question Cardion poses regarding
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transmitter power is the kind of issue that is appropriate for FAAto consider during its “critical design review,” a contract milestone currently
scheduled for December 1986.
4. Clarifications

have been made to the text of the report.

6. We agree with Cardion’s comments that it will be difficult for Norden
to meet the ASDE-3remote maintenance monitoring requirements. In this
regard, we report in chapter 3 that Norden is encountering such problems-including
developing new software and adapting existing software to ASDE3 applications-and
that a continuing risk exists that the
remote maintenance system will not operate as required. We note that
this risk and Norden’s difficulties stem from the uncertainty associated
with unwritten and untested software programs. Regarding the issue of
whether our interpretation of the specification is correct, we note that it
reflects what we learned through discussions with FAA officials and that
FAA agrees with our characterization of it in the report. Moreover, in the
judgment of our consultant, the specification’s language describing the
remote maintenance requirement is clear. Therefore, we do not believe
that the additional information provided by Cardion requires a change
in the text of our report.
6. This statement was deleted from the report text.
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